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Artists’ Books Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library
School of Creative Arts, Department of Art and Design
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
Artists’ Publishing Part II
15th June - 28th July 2009
The second selection of books which form part of the larger
New Wave exhibition of artists’ publishing later this year
(at Impact Printmaking Conference in September).
These books have been chosen to demonstrate some of the
areas of interest in our AHRC supported research project see
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/canon.htm
These publications are all about content - whether a tiny zine or
a beautifully produced, limited edition book, we believe they
offer aspects of the strength of concepts of artists’ publishing in
the 21st Century. The books featured include:
…to relieve friction, Tim Staples; A book of THE tree a book of A
tree, Kyoko Tachibana; A Powerfully Exciting Short Story, Barbara
Tetenbaum; And, Kurt Johannessen; Bio-autographic: issue zero
Mike Nicholson, Ensixteen Editions; Boiler Suits for Primates,
Bill Burns, Neutral Ground; DIY Joe Scanlan, Imschoot
Uitgevers; I Have a Dollar, Amber Hares; Klepsydra, Stanislaw
Drodz, Galeria 86, Lodz; moments of forces, Susan Johanknecht,
Gefn Press; No… this is not an artist’s book, Stephen Spurrier,
Ugg Boot Press; Police: Coffee Break, The Chase, The Secretary,
Tobies Jacob and Friederike von Hellerman; Random Passions,
Karen Hanmer; Ringinging, Colin Sackett; Roadkill, Lucy May
Schofield; Sobre el Cuore, Andrés Gatti;Ten Scenes from a Dream
About Minimalism, Meir Agassi; The Process, Mette Ambeck;
THEENGLSHALPHABET, Colin Sackett; Three Fifths Fluid,
Michael McGraw; Uncertain English Dictionary, Masumi
Shibata, masumiEDUCATIONAL / Preacher’s Biscuit Books;
vector, Francis Elliott, Foundry, FND 055; When is an artist’s
book not an artist’s book? Gray Fraser, productiongray editions;
Wirelesslessness, Colin Sackett, Coracle, London, and Yes… this is
an artist’s book, Stephen Spurrier, Ugg Boot Press.

The ABTREE diagram is also on the same page and is
downloadable as a PDF file. You can make your alterations to
the ABTREE diagram electronically or physically, sign it (if you
want) and email or post it back to us before the end of June,
we will include it in the exhibition wall for our conference in
July and for the Impact conference in September.
We have had some great diagrams back already - some agree,
some disagree, some have added, deleted, rearranged or just
started again. It is really up to you to make it reflect your view
of what can and cannot be an artist’s book. Many thanks to
those of you who have already sent theirs in, after the call in the
May newsletter.

We are showing these examples to remind you that our survey
is running online alongside the ABTREE diagram and we want
your opinions before it closes!
The survey is open until the end of July, and we would
appreciate your views; there are forms for Academics/Instructors,
Book Artists, Collectors /Curators (private and institutional),
Dealers, Presses /Publishers and Students all online at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/asurvey08.htm
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For links to reports, the online discussion forum on Artist
Books 3.0 and more information on the project, please see:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/canon.htm
We hope to hear from you soon!
Sarah Bodman / Tom Sowden
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

EXHIBITIONS
\ '’lo \ : art, text, new media
Organised by Rocío Aranda-Alvarado
The Center for Book Arts, New York City
Exhibition On View until June 27th, 2009
New York City - Text and image are two forms of
communication that have enormous potential to combine,
intermingle, blend, and flow - thus creating new modes of
expression. This is the underlying theme of \ ‘flo \ : art, text,
new media, a group exhibition at The Center for Book Arts in
New York City. This exhibition explores how the various
definitions of the word “flow” are applicable to a variety of
works of art, and are particularly appropriate for less
traditional media such as video art and computer art.
Throughout the works presented here, text is used in a variety
of signifying ways. It explores passion and emotion, it becomes
critical to understanding the image, it works to manipulate the
meaning of language and finally, it literally moves like the flow
of air or water. Ability with language, an outpouring of ideas,
and the continuous movement or circulation of text are among
the most significant features of the works in this exhibition.
The motion, meanings, interpretations and powers of expression
are all ultimately connected through the endless visual flow of
language.
Exhibition Dates / Opening Hours
Until June 27, 2009
Monday - Friday, 10:00 am - 6:00 pm / Sat10:00 am - 4:00 pm
The Center for Book Arts, 28 West 27th Street, 3rd Floor
New York, New York 10001
www.centerforbookarts.org

July 3 - 25, 2009
Wonderland - Chris Haberman illustrates Alice in Wonderland
Portland painter Chris Haberman is known for his intense,
vibrant paintings that are so literate that you wonder if they are
paintings or poetry. His paintings are multi-layered convergences
of figures and words so complex that it is hard to look at his
paintings and see the same thing twice. Haberman, a published
poet, painter, musician and arts activist will illustrate the classic,
Alice In Wonderland for his July show in the gallery. We will
also publish a limited-edition book marrying the complete text
of the book with his unique paintings.
Also in July
Artists’ books by Jessica Spring of Springtide Press in Tacoma,
Washington - Jessica designs, prints, and binds unique artists’
books, broadsides and ephemera incorporating handmade paper
and letterpress printing. Her works are small, finely crafted
editions that consider historical topics and popular culture with
a twist. Jessica teaches book arts at Pacific Lutheran University in
Tacoma and we are thrilled to feature her work here at 23 Sandy.
23 Sandy Gallery
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA
www.23sandy.com

Summer exhibitions at Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA
Boxy Books - in the Reading Room
Until 3rd July, 2009
Curated by gallery director Alicia Bailey, this is an exhibition of
artists’ books that are either ‘boxy’ in demeanour or utilise the
box as a conceptual and visual tool.

Summer exhibitions at 23 Sandy Gallery
Portland, USA
June 5 - 27, 2009
The Beautiful Book - Exploring the Allure of Artists’ Books
23 Sandy Gallery in Portland, Oregon is proud to honour the
art and craft of the handmade book with our latest exhibition
featuring artist books by 28 artists. The Beautiful Book will be on
display in the gallery June 5-27, 2009. This exquisite collection
will showcase the beauty in craftsmanship, materials, and
imagery of the bookmaker’s art. Preview a full online catalogue
of this exhibition at www.23sandy.com/Beautiful/Catalog.html.
A collage of Book Arts League members’ work

Book Arts League Members Show - in the Reading Room
9th July - 29th August 2009
The Book Arts League is a nonprofit community arts
organisation dedicated to the preservation of the tools & crafts
of the book arts. This show is a broad sampling of our members’
artists’ books and BAL-sponsored work. With an emphasis on
letterpress, printed works will be featured, but paste papers and
unusual structures will be included as well.

Diamondback, artist’s book by Roberta Lavadour of Pendleton, Oregon.
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Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe, #101, Denver, CO 80204, USA
Gallery hours Thurs/Fri/Sat 1 - 5pm, 1st & 3rd Fridays 1 - 8pm
www.abecedariangallery.com
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Afterwards - an exhibition curated by Sharon Kivland
Mead Gallery, Coventry
Until 21st June 2009
Artists: Etienne Bossut - Pavel Büchler - Hans Coper
Le Corbusier - Juan Cruz - Gareth Fisher - Rodney Graham
Lucy Harrison - Sharon Kivland - Jaspar Joseph-Lester
Selma Makela - Charlie Youle and Bevis Martin
Simon Morris - Sergei Pankejeff - Alexander Ponomarev
Eric Ravilious - Lucie Rie - Jean-Jacques Rullier
John Stezaker - Benjamin Swaim - John Timberlake
Julie Westerman
The exhibition also includes two drawings by Francis Fowler
and Francis Baptiste Haselden, and objects from the collection
of the Freud Museum, London. A new book, Afterwards by
Sharon Kivland accompanies the exhibition.
Mead Gallery, Warwick Arts Centre
University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL
Tel: 024 7652 4524
www.warwickartscentre.co.uk
meadgallery@warwick.ac.uk
Mon - Sat 12noon - 9pm. Entry is free

Batool Showghi - Harrow Open Studios
June 13th and 14th
Batool Showghi has been making and exhibiting her artists’
books for more than ten years. For the second year running, as
part of the Harrow Open Studios event, Batool Showghi will
open her studio to the public on June 13th and 14th.
Layering her work with mysterious and haunting images,
Batool Moazzen Showghi draws deeply on her Persian heritage
and European influences for the source of her inspiration.

Book Arts and Crafts BA graduation show at LCC
The Last Nine
The show is open from Tuesday 9th June - Friday 12th June
Private view on Tuesday 9th June 6pm - 8pm, all welcome.
To be held at LCC in the Eckersley Gallery, Elephant and
Castle, London. The Last Nine students who are exhibiting
before the new course BA Book Arts and Design commences
next year are: Shevone Bliss - Amelie Chartlon - Thuc Chihn
Deirdre McGranaghan - Jon Twin - Wei Tran - Asami Murakami
Deeqa Ismail - Chiara J.Davies

Born in Iran, and living in England since 1985, Batool’s art is
a sensitive, often colourful, and always deeply personal fusion
of past and present, reflected in her intricate constructions of
books, boxes and photo-manipulated art.
At the heart of her work, framed by exotic fabrics, we discover
photographs merged with beautifully inscribed family letters and
delicately stitched into pages of books or encased in boxes.
Fragments of the past play hide and seek with us as we journey
through layers of texture and colour - windows on the soul of
her art. Despite a stirring sense of immediacy, Batool’s art also
evokes a nostalgia for a world and time that seems in some ways
more gracious, and perhaps more sensual.
For more information please go to: www.batoolshowghi.co.uk
and www.harrowopenstudios.com
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Anna Banana - Networking Publications
The study room
Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art
Until 5th July 2009
“Doctor” Anna Freud Banana, an artist whose postage stamps,
prints, artists’ books and magazines as well as postcard editions
are on view in an exhibition presented by the Study Centre for
Artists’ Publications. The title this Canadian artist has given
herself says it all: Since the 1970s, she has concerned herself with
the “scholarly” investigation of artistic issues, and her preferred
action medium for doing so is: the banana.
Doctor Banana has a long history of creating humorous,
interactive events such as the 1975 and 1980 Banana Olympics,
the 1982 Banana Fashion Contest, her 1993 research into the
New German Banana Consciousness; events that question
authority, parody and poke fun at some of our most cherished
notions and institutions. An exhibition of the Research Centre
for Artists’ Publications in cooperation with students of the
University Bremen.
Opening Hours: Tues, Weds, and Friday 10 am - 6 pm
Thursday 10 am - 9 pm, Saturday and Sunday 10 am - 6 pm
Closed on Monday.

Tuesday - Saturday, 10 am - 5.30 pm
Wednesdays until 8.30 pm. Admission is free
Athenaeum Music & Arts Library
1008 Wall Street, La Jolla, CA, USA
www.ljathenaeum.org

MA Book Arts, Camberwell College of Arts
Final Show - 15th - 19th of July
Private View 14th July 2009
Wednesday 15 July - Friday 17 July (10am - 7pm)
Saturday 18 July - Sunday 19 July (11am - 4pm)
Camberwell College of Arts
Peckham Road, London SE5 8UF
www.camberwell.arts.ac.uk

The House of Words: an exhibition of interventions and
installations by: Caroline Broadhead, Jason Cleverly, Robert
Dawson, Chris Kenny, Jane Prophet, Clare Twomey and Era
Vati, curated by Tessa Peters and Janice West.
2nd June - 29th August 2009
Dr Johnson’s House, London

Admission Adults: EUR 7.00 Reduced: 5.00
Families (2 adults/4 children): 14.00
The Research Centre for Artists’ Publications
Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany
http://weserburg.de

Summer exhibitions - Athenaeum Music & Arts Library
La Jolla, CA
North Reading Room Exhibition - Catalogues Raisonné
of Artists’ Books - Until June 20th
A catalogue raisonné, a comprehensive guide to the complete
works by a specific artist in a particular media, during a
particular period, can offer fascinating insight into that artists’
work. The Athenaeum has several catalogues raisonné in its
permanent collection, which detail works by artists creating
artists’ books.
Main Gallery Exhibition - Faiya Fredman: Palm Flotsanaeum
June 30th - July 25th
Faiya Fredman uses photography in combination with other
media, including real plants and flowers, to capture the essence
of the natural world. She will exhibit new work.
Rotunda Gallery Exhibition - 20 Years of Collecting
June 30th - July 25th
The Athenaeum began its permanent art collection in 1989,
and since then has acquired at least one piece of work from each
exhibiting artist. Work will be on view by Philipp Scholz
Rittermann, Raul Guerrero, Kim MacConnell, Zandra Rhodes,
Jean Lowe, Mauro Staccioli and many others.
North Reading Room Exhibition
Joyce Cutler-Shaw: Artists’ Books
June 30th - July 25th

House of Words books Chris Kenny

Jane Prophet has laser cut copies of Samuel Johnson’s dictionary
to reflect his work in the last remaining London house he lived
in. Chris Kenny has populated bookcases with over 75 small
books inspired by the variety and eccentricity of Johnson’s life
and his wide circle of acquaintances.
Dr Johnson’s House
17 Gough Square, London EC4A 3DE
Tel: 020 7353 3745
www.drjohnsonshouse.org
Nearest tube stations: Temple and Chancery Lane.
Open 11 - 5.30 Monday to Saturday, to 8.30 pm on the
first Thursday of the month. Admission £4.50 adults, £3.50
concessions, £1.50 children, family ticket £10

Incise - An exhibition of recent drawings, prints and artists’
books by Jenny Smith at Edinburgh Printmakers
Until 4th July 2009
Investigating how the traditional formal elements of drawing can
be re-examined using new technologies, Smith has discovered
innovative ways of combining processes, and produces work
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which hovers in the space between two and three dimensions.
She draws with a variety of media, including paint, laser cutter,
video camera and light.
These delicate yet mysterious works are conceptually rooted
in her interest in Zen, consolidated by a research visit to Japan
several years ago, with a Bursary from the Royal Scottish
Academy. Smith investigates the accidental interruptions
that occur in repetitive processes, the work re visits the formal
concerns of modernism from a contemporary perspective.
23 Union Street, Edinburgh EH1 3LR, Scotland UK
Tel: 0131 557 2479
Tues - Sat 10 am - 6 pm
http://edinburgh-printmakers.co.uk

Jérémie GINDRE Total Reflection & The Critical Angle
Until 3rd July 2009
florence loewy - books by artists
9-11 rue de thorigny 75003 Paris, France
Tel: +33 (0)1 44 78 98 45
www.florenceloewy.com
Open Tuesday - Saturday, 11am - 7pm

“how the characters literally springing off the page really
resonates with the experience we have of losing ourselves in
stories when we are gripped by a good book.”
(Kathryn Oubridge, Artist).
Brahm Gallery is a commission free gallery with all sales revenue
going directly to the artist. Brahm Gallery is open to the public
weekdays (not bank holidays) from 10am - 5pm
Brahm Gallery, The Brahm Building
9 Alma Road,
Leeds LS6 2AH
www.brahm.com/gallery

Livres à disposition #7 les états généraux resplendissants
IMEC (Institut Mémoires de l'édition contemporaine)
abbaye d’Ardenne, Caen, Normandy
5th - 7th June 2009

Brahm Gallery presents Little Blighters
Cut Paper-Work and Photography by Katherine Johnson
Until 19th June 2009
Brahm Gallery is proud to present the cut paper-work and
photography of Katherine Johnson in her first Solo exhibition
Little Blighters. Her delicate excisions from the pages of books
are enhanced by atmospheric photography which brings to life
the sense of magic and escapism so many of us find of us find
within the pages of fictional literature.

Livres à disposition is a specific manifestation about artists’
books. This year the event will reunite 21 artists and editors.
They will give their peculiar perception of book and their own
work. They have in common a plastic approach. Exhibitors:
Gabriel Belgeonne (Tandem), Alain Berset (Héros-limite), Rémi
Boinot, François Bouillon, Wernher Bouwens, Guillaume Dégé,
Françoise Despalles & Johannes Strugalla (Despalles éditions),
Jouke Kleerebezem, Clemens-Tobias Lange (CTL), Patrick Le
Bescont (Filigranes éditions), Olivier Leroi, Jean-Claude Mattrat
(Iconomoteur), Benoît Porcher (Sémiose), Philippe Richard,
François Righi (Les livres sont muets), Virginie Rochetti,
Matthew Tyson (Imprints), Thierry Weyd (Cactus), Michael
Woolworth (Michael Woolworth Publications), Fabienne Yvert,
Francine Zubeil (La fabrique sensible). Free entry
For more information:
iconomoteur F-14210 Avenay
Tel: +33 977 519 851
www.imec-archives.com
iconomoteur@orange.fr

All the room seemed spinning round her... (2) Katherine Johnson, 2009

Katherine Johnson - In her own words:
I am fascinated by the ability of a book to transport the reader to
another world. My recent work has employed photography,
alongside the manipulation of the book through simple craft
methods; to capture the moment where the stories start to spill
out of their pages, and blur the line between fantasy and reality.
The camera helps to amplify and isolate the delicate balance
between the idea of escape and escapism.
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MARKING TIME
A nationally touring exhibition of fine press, fine binding
and artists’ books curated by the Guild of Book Workers
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, USA
Until August 15, 2009
Time has long captured the imagination of artists, writers,
scientists, philosophers, and theologians. Guild of Book Workers
members were invited to interpret the theme of “marking time”
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

as broadly or narrowly as they wished. The exhibition was
curated and coordinated by Guild of Book Workers exhibition
chair Karen Hanmer.

After Light
Text by Nancy Campbell and photographs by Paula Naughton
26th June - 12th July 2009
Hebden Bridge Fringe Festival

“The curator’s challenge is to find a theme that will inspire
potential venues, viewers and exhibitors alike,” Hanmer
explained. “For a Guild of Book Workers members’ exhibition,
the theme must also be one that inspires both the most
traditional fine binder and the most cutting edge book artist.”
114 Guild members submitted 155 works for consideration.
Interpretations included, but were certainly not limited to,
a specific incident in or period of history, the future, science
fiction, time as a scientific or spiritual concept, the measurement
of time, current events or the role of time in one’s own life.
A jury of three accomplished binders and book artists narrowed
the field to 47. Each juror was then invited to submit one work,
for a total of 50 pieces in the exhibition. Jurors had a difficult
time narrowing the field of submissions to less than a third of
the original total, working over the course of several weeks to
come to a consensus.

After Light is an artist’s book which will be transformed into a
light installation for the festival. Turn up and see if you can read
with the lights out….
Drawing with Light (Sunday 28th June) children’s workshop
with Nancy Campbell. Create stories using shadows instead of
words.
David Esslemont, Solmentes Press
George Daniels, All in Good Time: Reflections of a Watchmaker, 2006

Works on display include techniques, disciplines and
formats ranging from the ancient to the contemporary;
from “work in the codex format to complex folded structures,
wooden constructions, hand-held toys and sculptural objects,”
The touring exhibition makes its inaugural appearance at
MCBA, and will subsequently travel to eight additional venues
across the country, closing in the spring of 2011.
A list of additional venues and dates can be viewed on the
GWB website: http://cool-palimpsest.stanford.edu/byorg/gbw/
An accompanying exhibition catalogue is available for sale at
The Shop at MCBA, featuring full colour photographs and
complete descriptions of each work; biographies of the artists;
remarks from jurors Jeff Altepeter, Melissa Jay Craig and Peter
Verheyen; and essays by Karen Hanmer and Guild president
James Reid-Cunningham.

Hebden Bridge Fringe Festival
30 Market Street, Hebden Bridge,Yorkshire, HX7 6AA
www.thefringehb.org.uk
www.nancycampbelle.blogspot.com
www.pollywoggs.net

PLACE IDENTITY MEMORY
Gracefield Arts Centre, Dumfries
Until June 28th
Seventy international artists have been selected to show up to
seven book-works each on the theme of Place, Identity, Memory.
The exhibition will tour the region until October when, to
coincide with the Wigtown Book festival, it will be in Stranraer.
IRIS, the group of professional artists responsible for curating
this exhibition, was first formed in 2007 specifically to develop
awareness of artists’ books in Scotland and to make Dumfries
and Galloway a recognised centre for this art form.

For more information about the Guild of Book Workers,
visit the GBW website:
http://cool-palimpsest.stanford.edu/byorg/gbw/

A programme of artist-led workshops, seminars and artist
curated exhibitions in association with colleges, schools, galleries
and literary groups is proposed and approaches have been made
to found an archive within the Crichton University campus.

Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Open Book building
1011 Washington Ave. South, Minneapolis, USA
www.mnbookarts.org

Place, Identity, Memory, gathering work from all over the world,
is an important international event. The informal context of the
exhibition will offer a rare chance to see the broad spectrum of
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artists’ books outside the museum context, to actually handle the
works of art and turn their pages, so much part of the experience
special to artists’ books.

known as Nusch. Penrose first met Eluard in Paris in 1929
and their friendship, which lasted until Eluard’s death,
is well documented in the Gallery’s Penrose archive.
For Eluard painting and poetry were intimately linked, and it
was his custom to collaborate with artist friends such as Max
Ernst, Man Ray and Pablo Picasso. In 1930 he met Maria Benz,
(1906-1946) a muse and model for Man Ray and for Picasso,
and married her in 1934. This exhibition shows this friendship
through photographs and letters and also includes Eluard’s many
book collaborations, together with his collages and works from
his art collection.
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
Keiller Library, Dean Gallery, Belford Road
Edinburgh EH4 3DS
Admission free
For further information see: www.nationalgalleries.org

IRIS is a group of professional artists, first formed in 2007
specifically to develop awareness of artists' books in Scotland and
to make Dumfries and Galloway a recognised centre for this art
form. A programme of artist-led workshops, seminars and artist
curated exhibitions in association with colleges, schools, galleries
and literary groups is proposed and approaches have been made
to found an archive within the Crichton University. Members of
the group are Hugh Bryden, Jeremy Carlisle, Robbie Coleman,
Linda Mallett, Andy Priestman, Julian Watson, Denise Zygadlo.
Catalogues are available at the venues for £5 each, or including
postage, at the following costs GBP:
UK - 1 catalogue 6.00, 2 catalogues 12.00
Europe - 1 catalogue 6.80, 2 catalogues 12.50
Rest of World - 1 catalogue 7.50, 2 catalogues 14.00
If you want to order any, please send your name and full postal
address, how many catalogues and a sterling GBP cheque or
international money order for the required amount. For larger
quantities, let us know and we’ll price up the postage email:
irisinfo@talktalk.net

Artists’ Books: the Scottish Contribution
Keiller Library, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
Until 21st June 2009
Artists’ Books: the Scottish Contribution is an exhibition of
books drawn from the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
Collection. All produced in Scotland or by Scottish artists, these
works range from small press publications to mass-produced
exhibition catalogues. In recent years, there has been a move
away from the classic Livre d’Artiste towards a more accessible,
democratic form of artist’s book. The artist’s book has become
less about the handmade and more about the concept and its
wider distribution. This exhibition charts this change as seen
through works in the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art’s
collection.

Sophie Artemis Pitt
Open Studio on the following weekends: 13th-14th June,
20th-21st June. 11am - 5pm
At other times over that period by appointment, please email
sophieartemispitt@o2.co.uk
The Old Fire Station, Queen Street
Godalming, Surrey GU7 1BD
Trains run from Waterloo every 15 minutes and take about 50
minutes or less. The walk from Godalming Station takes about
10 minutes. Parking nearby. For more information go to
http://www.surreyopenstudios.org.uk/visitors/search/artists.php?r
ecordNum=335

NORTHERN PRINT BIENNALE
The Northern Print Biennale takes place from June to
October this year as part of Newcastle Gateshead’s world-class
programme of festivals and events.

Judith Rothchild un jardin au bord de l'eau, one of the artists’ books on show.

The Northern Print Biennale runs from June 26th until
October 4th, and will enable artists and the general public to
enjoy printmaking in its widest possible terms with a programme
of events, which will include exhibitions, symposiums, performances and the launch of a major public print commission.
The three main exhibitions will be at the Laing and Hatton
Galleries and at Northern Print and include artists’ books.
For more information on Northern Print please visit
www.northernprint.org.uk

Paul & Nush Eluard and Surrealism
Keiller Library, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
27 June - 27 September 2009
A display which highlights the friendship of Roland Penrose
with the surrealist poet Paul Eluard and his wife Maria Benz,
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Northern Print is based at Stepney Bank, Ouseburn, Newcastle
upon Tyne. Opening times: Wednesday - Friday, 11am-5pm;
Saturday 12 - 4pm.

P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

Baysan Yüksel - artists’ books
Exhibition at Bower Ashton Library
School of Creative Arts, Department of Art and Design
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
6th July - 31st August 2009

Francis Elliott - Foundry’s Dark Globe (enclosed systems)
Tower block foyer, School of Creative Arts
Department of Art and Design
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
6th - 16th July 2009

I was born in 1984 and since then, I always wanted to make my
own books. But in 2006 I started to make artists’ books as part
of my art. I use drawing, painting, collage, typography and
sometimes sewing while I am making my books. Mostly my
books change with my moods and it can take just one day, or
sometimes even a year to finish one book. My books are derived
from the post-modern chaos we live in and the human subject
adjusting or misadjusting to it. Time-to-time the subject
becomes me and I reflect myself, and the ways of representing
the self in my books.

The artist’s book Dark Globe, by Francis Elliott, comes in 2
halves; the first comprises a form which lists every country in
the world. The prospective recipient is then required to answer a
series of questions about where they have, and haven’t, travelled
to (spending at least 24 hours in the relevant country).

Francis Elliott then uses the information given to create the
second part; a unique record of the owner’s personal experiences
of the world by blacking out every country that he/she has no
direct experience of.
The work comes in the choice of three formats; atlas, large-scale
map, or globe.

Akçay book by Baysan Yüksel

For the forthcoming artist’s book conference at UWE, Francis
Elliott has asked every member of staff at the art college to
record their own travels for a group show in which each person’s
experiences will be represented by a globe. 41 respondents’ pieces
will be hung from the ceiling, forming a galaxy in the gallery.

Baska Simdi Yok Project: The project was based upon filling a
book with the people present in the room - only on one night
and by using materials from the room we were in. Each person
had only 90 seconds to fill a page and then he/she should pass
the book on to the next person. The main rules were these and
another rule, that we would do this project only once - that’s
why it is called Baska Simdi Yok meaning there is no other now.
Collaborators were Ozgur Erman, Didem Cabukel, Caglar
Biyikoglu, Akin Biyikoglu, Ufuk Atan and Baysan Yüksel.

The first half of the work can be downloaded for free at
http://www.franciselliott.com/darkGlobe2008.pdf

www.bayananderson.com
http://baskasimdiyok.blogspot.com

The second half currently costs £60 for a bespoke edition in
the format of your choice.
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Rather than the more normal use of the globe as a classroom
teaching aid, Dark Globe (enclosed systems) allows the viewer to
consider the extent of each teacher’s experience of the world.
Intended as a way of visualising the recipient’s travels, as well as
avoiding the usual self-revelation usually expected of the artist,
dark globe is published by the foundry, London.
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UWE Bristol - School of Creative Arts Degree Show 2009
Including MA Printmaking / Book Arts
Saturday 20th - Thursday 25th June

Excavating Babel will be touring after the show in Bristol.
If you would be interested in showing the installation, please
contact Tina Hill by email: art@tinahill.me.uk

As part of the MA Printmaking show, Tina Hill’s book
installation Excavating Babel will be on view. This piece has been
awarded the Centre for Fine Print Research’s Agassi Book Arts
Prize 2009 www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/magassi.htm

UWE Bristol - School of Creative Arts Degree Show 2009
Saturday 20th - Thursday 25th June
Saturday: 10.00-18.00
Sunday: 10.00-16.00
Monday to Thursday: 10.00-20.00
UWE, Bristol, School of Creative Arts
Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol, BS3 2JT, UK
http://www.uwe.ac.uk/sca/index.shtml

Excavating Babel is a large sculpture/installation composed of
over 2,000 books rescued from the pulpers and the floor of the
defunct Book Barn warehouse in Bristol.
“It relates firstly to the story in Genesis (11,1-9) of how
mankind in cooperating together to build a tower to reach into
the heavens were thwarted in their endeavours by God who
made them speak different languages so that they would never
be able to cooperate again. It is a comment on the loss of
communication between people(s). This is reinforced by
the covers of the books having been removed, (as part of the
excavation of each book), so we do not know what message
or story each book contains or if it is in a language that we
could understand.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Congratulations to Dr Emma Powell, who has successfully
completed her PhD at Kingston University. Her rejectamenta
study can be viewed on her website at: www.rejectamenta.com
Melanie Bush named the theme of CLOSURE for the
weloveyourbooks exhibition which will open in August this year
in honour of Emma’s PhD (http://weloveyourbooks.com).
Congratulations Emma!

The Swimming Cities of Serenissima: Postcards From The Edge
of A Junk Boat - Spy Emerson / spy girl friday
Spy Emerson of Underground Public Library is sailing as part of
a fleet of handmade boats and a crew of artists travelling the
Adriatic Sea from Slovenia to Venice this May and June, 2009.
“Because being an art
marauder does not pay”
Spy is selling “postcards
sent directly from the
high seas.”
You can expect humour,
irony, poetic musing,
beauty, and great lessons in
humility … all on a 3” x 5” card, and for as little as $10 USD.
This is real adventure, the kind that challenges and inspires and
arouses with its potential for danger. Please help support it!”
www.swimmingcities.org
If you walk into the spiral at the centre you are cut off from the
outside by a wall of words you cannot read. The ultimate failure
in communication and cooperation between peoples is war.
The Tower of Babel was built in the ancient city of Babylon.
On this important archaeological site after the invasion of Iraq,
the Americans built a military base where they removed
archaeological material to fill the thousands of sandbags that
encircled the camp.
Excavating Babel is also a monument to books in general and
on a personal level, the important place they have played in
my life.” Tina Hill, 2009
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Your postcard will be a unique creation, to give you a general
idea of what you might be in for, there are a few examples of
past postcard creations on her website where you can also
purchase by Paypal: http://spygirlfriday.com
“I am offering for sale a tangible piece of adventure delivered to
you from overseas through the postal mail, providing a happy
surprise in an otherwise grinding and lifeless system of bills and
junk advertisements.”
http://spygirlfriday.com
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

The Spherical Reading Gallery:
“It shall be a spherical space, hanging very high in a London
Plane tree right by the boating lake. The room will be shelved
entirely with books, all the spines of the books will be barkbound, so when you slot the book back into the shelf, it
becomes a part of the inverted trunk. The room will hold about
7 people at any one time, and shall be reached by a beautiful
spiral staircase, through a circular trapdoor.
Specially curated for The TreeHouse Gallery, the books will
reference the exploration & perception of alternate worlds, ways
of living, the imagination, innovations in design, philosophies,
mythology and ways of doing.”
The organisers are asking for books to be donated which will be
used as part of the gallery. There is a specific list of books
requested which can be viewed at:
http://docs.google.com/Doc?id=dccz9xfv_15jvfbm2fq
Construction start date: 1st June
Construction end date: 29th June
Open date: First weekend of July
Close date: 30th August
Gallery opening times: 10am - 4pm weekdays
10am - 8pm Fridays and Saturdays and Sundays
More information is at The TreeHouse Gallery website:
www.thetreehousegallery.org
email: thetreehousegallery@googlemail.com

A Call to Action for Letterpress Printers!
Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadsides
Round Four - Summer 2009
To protest & commemorate the bombing of al-Mutanabbi
Street, the centre of bookselling in Baghdad, on March 5th
2007, the AL-MUTANABBI STREET COALITION* has
been organising readings and other events since March 2007
as fundraisers for Doctors Without Borders / Médecins Sans
Frontières (MSF).
Beau Beausoleil - Founder of the al-Mutanabbi Street Coalition
is still appealing for letterpress printers to contribute a personal
response to the bombing on al-Mutanabbi Street.
To date, we have received over 90 broadsides from letterpress
printers in the USA, Canada, U.K. Germany, Australia, and
New Zealand, the first 42 broadsides may be viewed at the
Florida Atlantic University/Jaffe Center for Book Arts site:
www.library.fau.edu./depts/spc/JaffeCenter/jaffemutanabbistreetstartshere.htm
We would like to invite more artists from around the world to
add to the archive, to bring the total to 130 broadsides, which
is the approximate number of people killed and wounded on
Mutanabbi Street that day.
DEADLINE for the broadsides: SEPT. 15th 2009
For full details see: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/mutan209.htm
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CONFERENCES, COURSES AND WORKSHOPS
Traditional and emerging formats of artists’ books:
Where do we go from here?
A two-day conference at the School of Creative Arts
University of the West of England, Bristol
9th and 10th July 2009 10am - 5pm each day
See page 11 for full information.

Artists’ Books - Continuing Professional Development
Courses at UWE Bristol, Summer Masterclasses 2009:
Digital Print and Laser Cutting
Led by Paul Laidler and Tom Sowden
Thursday 25th and Friday 26th June 2009
This two-day course explores the possibility of combining
inkjet printing and laser cutting. Whether producing paper
sculptural objects with surface pattern, artists’ and pop-up
books, packaging or multi-layered prints, this course will allow
the participants to print and cut into the same surface using
large format inkjet printers and laser cutters.

Designed to be appropriate for those both with or without
previous experience, this is an opportunity to discover the
possibilities of digital printing and laser cutting onto a range
of papers that can be used in the construction of two and threedimensional artwork. Previous courses run through the Centre
for Fine Print Research have attracted participants from various
levels of education, small businesses and a range of artists
specialising in different media.
2-day class
Limited to 10 participants
Date: Thursday 25th and Friday 26th June 2009
Time: Each day runs from 9.30am - 4.30pm
Price: £195 per person (materials, lunch vouchers, teas and coffees are included in course fee)

Bookbinding for artists One Week Masterclass with Guy Begbie
Monday 13th - Friday 17th July

In this intensive five-day course both traditional and unorthodox
bookbinding structures will be taught. The course is designed to
be appropriate for people with or without previous experience.
5-day class. limited to 10 participants
£300 per person (lunch vouchers, teas and coffees are included)
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Laser Cutting and Book structures for artists books
One Week Masterclass
Led by Guy Begbie and Tom Sowden
Laser-cutting can produce delicate imagery or text cut outs
through most paper / material surfaces, for altered books, paper
structures and overlaying pages of text and image. This course is
designed to be appropriate for people with or without previous
experience.
5-day class
limited to 8 participants
Monday 20th July - Friday 24th July
£350 per person (lunch vouchers, teas and coffees are included
in course fee)

takes you through a dry etching process of producing prints
from an aluminium plate. Please see my website for examples of
all these processes.

Masterclass in pulp-printing with Tim Mosely of Silverwattle
Press and Southern Cross University, Australia
We are very lucky to have the artist Tim Mosely lead this
Masterclass as part of the run up to our IMPACT Printmaking
Conference celebrations in September 2009. Tim has been
invited to lead this class by the Centre for Fine Print Research.

13th June : Embossing 27th June : Drypoint Printmaking
11th July : Linocut Printmaking (B/W and colour)
25th July : Bookbinding 8th August : Embossing
22nd August : Drypoint Printmaking

Tim is an expert in the art of papermaking with manmade or
natural fibres, from transparent to sculptural papers, and is well
known for his particular specialism of pulp-printing, where
images and text are printed as pulp, straight into damp paper,
which dries as a seamlessly combined sheet.
For this Masterclass, Tim will lead attendees through the process
of pulp-printing, to create their own sheets of pulp printed text
and images. This class is for medium to advanced papermakers
to learn the process for use in their own papermaking studios.
5-day class limited to 10 participants
Monday 7th September - Friday 11th September
£330 per person, which includes all materials (except
screens/mesh), lunch, teas and coffees.

The courses run from 10am - 4pm on alternate Saturdays, from
my studio in Montpelier, Bristol, and depending on numbers I
can accommodate 2 disciplines on the same day - so don't be
put off if the given dates don’t suit you. Please get in touch and
we may be able to make arrangements.
The course fee is £35 for the day, including basic materials and
use of equipment, plus tea and coffee. You will need to make
your own arrangements for lunch, but are welcome to have
your packed lunch here with me.

To book or if you have any questions contact:
jan@janmartin.co.uk / www.janmartin.co.uk
Tel: 0117 908 1675 / 07905 273933

Bookmaking Weekend at The Badger Press
27th - 28th June with Ciara Healy
Ciara Healy is coming to Badger Press to run this 2-day
bookmaking course introducing a number of different and
creative bookmaking techniques and approaches. The book types
will include an Accordion Book, a Tunnel Book, a Flutter Book,
Japanese Stab Binding and a Case Bound Note Book.
Participants will be able to use these book types to adapt them to
suit own creative projects, be it to integrate and present prints,
make a tailor-made sketchbook or journal, use it for telling a
story etc. The workshop is suitable for both the beginner and the
more experienced.
Fee: £100
The Badger Press - Open Access Printmaking Studio
Unit 4, Claylands Road Industrial Estate
Bishops Waltham SO32 1BH
Tel: 01489 892127
www.badgerpress.org / info@badgerpress.org

For more details or to book online, please see the website at:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm
Summer workshops at the Brodsky Center New Brunswick:
For more information on courses/bookings please call the
REO Office on: 0117 3284810
or email: amd.cpd@uwe.ac.uk

One Day Printmaking/Bookbinding/Embossing Courses
with Jan Martin, Bristol
These courses are one-day introductory sessions to Linocut
Printmaking, Drypoint Printmaking, Bookbinding and
Embossing. On the linocut course you will learn how to turn
drawings or photographs into stunning and dramatic images.
The bookbinding day will show you how to make your own
notebooks or sketchbooks using the Japanese stab binding
method. On the embossing course I will show you how to create
beautiful embossed paper effects to use in the making of greeting
cards, stationery or for framing. And the drypoint printmaking

Quick and Dirty Book Arts, A One Day Workshop
Saturday, June 27, 10-4 pm
Instructor: Lisa Switalski, Course fee: $150
Learn how to use the simplest of tools to experience the thrill of
making your own books. We will start with “instant” books, the
secrets of making perfect accordion folds, and how to measure
without using a ruler (for those who are number averse).
Next we will explore some quick “printing” methods, stamping,
Xerox and aromatic beeswax transfers. Bring in some xeroxes to
work with, any handmade or other papers you have been
hoarding, or better yet, take a papermaking workshop and
bring in your stack!
Papermaking Fun, One Day Workshops for Kids
Thursday June 25, 6-8 year olds 10-3 pm
Friday June 26, 9-12 year olds 10-3 pm
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Instructor: Sandra Sewing, Course fee: $150
Come cool off in the wet papermaking studio and make your
own paper art! We will learn the basics of papermaking, layer
shapes onto wet sheets, and use colored paper pulp as paint.
Decorate your own note cards and envelopes to take home.
Bring a brown bag lunch and waterproof boots! (no flip flops)
Brodsky Center, 33 Livingston Ave.
New Brunswick, NJ 08901, USA
All information and booking details are at:
www.brodskycenter.org

Artist’s Book Summer School in Edinburgh
Mon 27th - Fri 31st July with artist Jenny Smith
In this week long summer school a different area of artists books
will be covered each day.
Monday: Simple fold structures and Japanese Stab binding
Tuesday - Pamphlet Binding: basic and creative versions of
Wednesday: Pop up and Paper Engineering
Thursday: Sculptural and Altered books
Friday: Studio Day. Time and space to experiment with all you
have learnt in allocated space in the studio.

and movement. Long presents his work in various forms, which
include artists’ books and postcards, all of which are ascribed
equal value.
In this weekend workshop participants combine visits to the
Heaven and Earth exhibition and Tate’s Library and Archive to
gather ideas for the development of their own book content and
structure. A series of practical sessions explore the imaginative
ways in which artists use the book format as a vehicle for the
conceptual and physical exploration of ideas.
Tate Britain - Duffield Room
£95 (£65 concessions), booking required.
Price includes materials, refreshments and exhibition entry
(lunch not included)
For tickets book online at: www.tate.org.uk/britain/eventseducation/coursesworkshops/18170.htm or call 020 7887 8888.

Monique Lallier will teach the week-long workshop,
Almost French: Binding with Leather, from 19 - 25 July 2009
at Wells College Book Arts Center’s 2009 Summer Institute
Students will begin the week by sewing a text block that they
will then round, back and cover with leather. They will make
either a full leather binding or half leather binding, depending
on their level of experience with leather, while learning the
importance of every step in high quality binding and why things
should be done the way they are.
Paring the leather will be an important step of the process,
using Scharf-Fix and Brockman machines, as well as spokeshaves
and paring knives. Participants will make either French-style
embroidered end bands with batonnets or English-style with
cord as a core; both will be taught. The finished binding will be
very similar to those done in the French technique. Monique
will demonstrate every step on her own book made during the
workshop. Open to all levels, from beginners to advanced.

It is possible to book for Part 1 (Mon and Tues) Part 2 (Wed,
Thurs and Fri) or the whole week. Each day will include either
an illustrated talk or examples of relevant books. The final day
will be an opportunity to develop ideas and experiment further.

For more information, or to register, contact Summer Institute
director Nancy Gil, 315.364.3420 or ngil@wells.edu
A downloadable brochure for the complete Summer Institute
catalogue is available online at www.wells.edu/bkarts/info.htm

The course is suitable for those with or without previous
experience of making books and will be held in Jenny’s central
studio in the heart of Edinburgh’s New Town.

For examples of Monique’s work, see: http://moniquelallier.com

Cost: Part 1 ( Mon and Tues) £100
Part 2 (Wed, Thurs & Fri) £150
All materials and refreshments provided
Time: 10 am - 4.30 pm. Maximum 6 participants
To book a place or for more info please contact:
jennysm@blueyonder.co.uk / www.jennysmith.org.uk
Tel: 0771 3901 730

Journey through Form in the Artist’s Book
Led by artist Stuart Mugridge at Tate Britain
Saturday 27 June 2009, 10.00-17.00
Sunday 28 June 2009, 10.00-17.00
The exhibition Richard Long: Heaven and Earth is on show
from 3 June - 6 September 2009. Richard Long’s work explores
relationships between time, distance, geography, measurement
Page 13
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RABLEY DRAWING SCHOOL
ONE-DAY COURSES Summer 2009
The Artist’s Book - What is it? Paper book constructions for
artists. Tutor: LORI SAUER
This one day workshop will start with an introduction and
session to discover image sources from the landscape and
environment in and around Rabley.
Your images will become the leaves of a book made by folding
a single sheet of paper. The content and cover will form a
complete artist's book with hand coloured cover paper.
This unique book form can be adapted by the artist into simple
artist's books for drawings, prints and photographs.
Lori Sauer specialises in contemporary fine bindings and modern
structures, producing fine bindings to commission. She shows
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

her work annually at the Flow gallery in London and in 2008
had work at the V&A and the John Rylands Library,
Manchester. Her work is in public and private collections in
Europe, North America. One Day workshop
Thursday 18 June 2009 10 - 4.30pm. Course Fee £75

The Art of Journaling: an odyssey of text, drawing and
photography. Tutor: JILL CARTER
Explore the space between the pages of a journal, to creatively
document a journey, real or imagined, through a process both
poetic and playful, assemble a storyboard of life experiences
using drawings, photographs, writing and scribbles, found
objects and materials.

Workshops cost £60 (£20 deposit, £40 balance on the day) and
are inclusive of all materials (unless otherwise noted*).
Student rate is £45 (please bring NUS card when signing up)
Expect tea and coffee! Workshop vouchers are available to
purchase from Snap. Alternatively, contact us to arrange a
workshop date, or check the website for scheduled workshops.
Snap Studio, 20-21 Lower Park Row, Bristol BS1 5BN
snap@snapstudio.org.uk / snapstudio.org.uk
Tel: 0117 3763 564

Introduction to Bookbinding with Tortie Rye
Sunday 21st June 10am-4pm
£48 or £45 (c) Friends £46 or £43 (c)
Prema, South Street, Uley Gloucestershire GL11 5SS

Bring materials: A journal, tiny accounts or exercise book,
old journals, artists' books or diaries. Found materials from a
journey or period of time (tickets, rubbish, paper bags, clips,
receipts, letters, bills, labels, newspapers) Documentation, i.e.
photographs, drawings, or notes to self Mixed media & fabrics,
Items of luggage or clothing associated with a trip.
Jill Carter’s work explores the theme of journeying: from artistled sketchbook travels to the East, to consultative community
projects and residencies in Europe and the UK; her work is
documented with photography and film, together with
drawings, writings and collections of this and that, to be
discovered within the pages of her journals, diaries and artists’
books. One Day workshop Thursday
23 July 2009 10 - 4.30pm. Course Fee £75
Rabley Contemporary Drawing Centre
Rabley Barn, Mildenhall, Marlborough, Wiltshire SN8 2LW
www.rableydrawingcentre.com / info@rableydrawingcentre.com
Tel: 01672 511999

How to make a finishing tool
A one-day course with Tracey Rowledge
Monday 27 July 2009 - 10.30 - 16.30
This is one-day course on how to make a brass finishing tool
from an old, worn-out finishing tool or from a length of brass.
You will learn the terminology associated with finishing tools,
as well as learning basic metal working skills.
Course code (VD220)
City Lit, Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA
Enrolment: 0207 831 7831
infoline@citylit.ac.uk / www.citylit.ac.uk

Courses in screenprinting and bookbinding at Snap

Snap, Bristol’s printmaking gallery and studio cooperative is
pleased to open its doors to offer courses in screenprinting and
bookbinding. Workshops are 6 hours in length and provide
participants with an introduction to screenprinting and an
opportunity to come away with something they have created on
the premises. Workshops run in two formats: 1 day (six hours)
and 2 day (3 hours per day).

By working simply with basic stitches and folding, you will
come away from this intensive beginners course with a number
of binding skills under your belt, not to mention a nice bundle
of colourful note books all made by you during the day.
Some of the soft cover binding forms will include concertina
structures, Japanese stab bindings, French sewn books and an
open spine buttonhole book. Specialist bookbinding tools will
be available too, so just come along with nimble fingers and
a little bit of patience on this very satisfying day.
For further details about the workshop, or to book a place,
please visit the Prema website: www.prema.demon.co.uk
Tortie’s class is listed on the Workshops page.

Books by hand - from historical manuscripts to contemporary
gestural writing (English) Arezzo, 10th - 17th October, 2009
With Monica Dengo and Cristina Balbiano
This year we will concentrate
on the capital letters present in
the manuscript and we will
compare their structure and
spacing rhythm with that of
other historical periods.
Students will take notes
and then learn to write the
historical forms. They will
then develop their own
personal scripts. If you are a designer, with this script you can
develop your own font (the font design part will not be included
in the class); if you are an artist or you have a passion for
handwriting this class is a great opportunity to learn a hand
directly from the source and to develop your own script.
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Students from many parts of the world have participated in these
workshop which has become a well known yearly event among
lettering artists, calligraphers and bookbinding lovers.
BOOKBINDING: Before starting the in depth study of
letter-forms, marks and texts, students will learn how to make
a folded book for their studies and a double sewn book for all
the experimental works. They will learn how to use the right
papers and make the sewing, and how to measure, mark, fold,
cut and make the covers with handmade paper.

Location: Workshop Annebet Tannemaat, Geldereschweg 52,
7104AK Buurtschap Meddo - Winterswijk, the Netherlands.
This workshop takes place in Buurtschap Meddo, a small
country village close to Winterswijk, in the beautiful landscape
of the Gelderse Achterhoek. Annebet Tannemaat will give us an
attractive workplace. For a limited number of participants we
can offer a good price to stay in a nearby farmhouse. Otherwise
we can suggest some other possibilities such as hotels, B&Bs etc.,
in the surrounding area.

TIME-TABLE: The lessons will take place from 9am - 4 pm
(short lunch break) The classroom is open 9 am to 7 pm.
Tuesday is free, but the students may keep studying the
manuscript in the Library. Tuition will be in English, but the
teachers can assist the students in Italian if required.

TIME-TABLE: For lodgings in the farmhouse: arrival November
15th, departure November 23rd. Class from November 16th to
22nd. Teaching 9.30 am - 5.30 pm (lunch break) Tuition will be
in English; support in Italian, French, German and Dutch.

LOCATION: Arezzo - Italy
Arrival: October 9th. Class begins on Saturday October 10th.
Class ends on Saturday October 17th. Departure: October 18th.
Lessons will be held in a large and luminous room near the train
station and at the Public Library located in the Arezzo historical
center. Students will have accommodation in two B&Bs, both
situated at walking distance from the classrooms.
The registration fee is 950 EUR per person, including B&B and
any necessary paper. Transportation and meals are not included.
Deposit: Euro 150 (non refundable). Final payment: Euro 800
by August 30th 2009.

Fee: 765 EUR, including costs of materials and tools provided
by the organisers; the fee includes also coffee breaks and lunches
for the whole duration of the workshop.
Travel and accommodation expenses are not included.
The group will be restricted to twelve persons only.
We cannot guarantee places requested at the last moment.
Closing date for enrolments and payment of the fee:
October 18th 2009
For more information / enrolments: Cor Aerssens
info@aerssens.nl Tel. (+31) (0) 50 5420064

The Untouchables 2
Milan, 3rd October, 2009 With Cristina Balbiano

For more info and payment options contact
Centro Internazionale Arti Calligrafiche at
www.articalligrafiche.it/indexeng.html

Standing Book (English)
Winterswijk - the Netherlands, 16th - 22nd November 2009
With Cor Aerssens and Cristina Balbiano
This seven-day workshop will teach a new presentation of a
book: a long-stitch binding on a slotted vellum spine, whose
boards act as a stand, holding the book like on a reading desk.
It all fits in a matching case. The first day attention will be given
to the preparing of the content. The paper of the sections will
be dyed using inks, with irregular textures, colours, mixing and
shades: a festive looking coloured whole, ready to be used
later for writing or drawing. The next five days follow with the
assembly of the book and the case. At the last day the boards of
the book and the case will be finished with coloured beeswax.

New models to protect single sections and loose sheets, that
cannot be glued or sewn but need preservation, or simply can
get an added value thanks to the structure that contains them.
Participants will be advised as to the kind of documents they
should bring. Each person will be offered the opportunity to
make several models. It is possible to join the class even if you
have not followed the first workshop Untouchables 1.
The course will take place at the Association Calligrafica Italiana
Via Angelo Del Bon 1, Milan - Italy
TIME-TABLE: 9.30 am - 1 pm and 2.30-6 pm
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FEE: 70 EUR (students 60 EUR) excluding materials.
Membership to the Associazione Calligrafica Italiana will be
requested (30 EUR, students 16 EUR).
Closing date for enrolment: 23rd October 2009.
Information and enrolments: Associazione Calligrafica Italiana,
http://www.calligrafia.org
ACI Course Code: MI16
Contact: Anna Schettin / anna.schettin@calligrafia.org
Tel: (+39) 0444 927646

Women’s Studio Workshop
Summer Arts Institute 2009: Book Arts Classes
Books and Boxes with Susan Mills, July 20-24
This hands-on design class explores books and boxes with a
strong focus on classic structures. Students will gain a firm
conceptual understanding of the underlying skills, mechanics,
practices and theories of books and their enclosures. Learn to
select the book, box, or portfolio to best house your artist book,
thesis, client presentation, graphic novel, poetry edition, or suite
of photos or prints. Students will produce a resource library of
small 4.5 x 6 inch books and boxes addressing design pros and
cons, binding skills and troubleshooting. There will be time to
consider prototypes for individual projects as well.
Previous bookbinding experience is a plus but not required.
$700 members ($750 non-members) Lab fee $30
Books as Creative Inventions with Nancy Callahan, August 3-7
Through a playful exploration of innovative book and box forms
students will construct models that can be used as stand alone
books or combined to create sculptural book forms.
Using a variety of materials, unusual openings, interesting
closures and outrageous pages, students will explore creative
book forms and develop their own unique books during this
week long workshop. Some bookmaking experience may be
helpful but is not necessary.
$700 members ($750 non-members) Lab fee $30

Book Arts workshops for beginners
At Craft Central in Farringdon, London

A series of three-day workshops for those interested in exploring
book making as an artistic activity, where the book is designed
as an object in its own right. Participants will design and make
their own book from scratch, using basic printmaking and
bookbinding techniques. In this process the participants will
learn about essential characteristics of the book format such
as seriality, sequence and narrative.
Basic relief printing techniques will be demonstrated and then
used to produce the pages of the book. Bookbinding techniques
involving paper folding and sewing will be demonstrated and
used to put the book together.
No previous experience is necessary but some art making skills
will be an advantage.
Although all the materials will be provided, please bring:
Images, photographs, drawings, digital prints, photocopies or
anything else you find visually inspiring. These will be used as
a starting point for designing your book.
Dates:
- Monday 27 to Wednesday 29 July 2009
- Friday 31 July to Sunday 2 August 2009
- Monday 17 to Wednesday 19 August 2009
- Friday 21 to Sunday 23 August
All workshops will run from 10am to 4pm.

Stitching Pages Collage Books with Nancy Loeber
August 10-14
Using embroidery and collage techniques, we will create
one-of-a-kind artists’ books. Simple one, two and three section
soft-cover binding structures will be introduced as the launching
off points to explore the tactile qualities of hand stitching and
collage using a variety of materials including paper, fabric and
leather. We will explore the appropriate use of adhesives and
proper preparation of materials such as backing fabric with
tissue and wax treatments for paper. Using no special bindery
equipment, this class will focus on the possibilities of the handworked surface, providing students with new skills to bring back
to there own studios.
$700 members ($750 non-members) Lab fee $30
Women’s Studio Workshop, Rosendale, NY 12472, USA
http://wsworkshop.org

Location: Craft Central, 33-34 St. John Square, Farringdon,
London (www.craftcentral.org.uk)
Cost: £120, includes materials, handouts and refreshments.
Payment of £60 will be required to secure your place.
The £60 balance will be due on the first day of the workshop.
Contact details: For further info or to book a place, please
contact Georgina (gcolbeck@hotmail.com/ 079 1025 2528) or
Ana (ana.vicente@btinternet.com/ 077 1992 9204).
You will be sent a booking form which must be completed
and return together with your payment.
The workshops will be delivered by Georgina Colbeck and Ana
Vicente, both professional artists and experienced art educators
who have specialised in printmaking and book arts. Both have a
history of exhibiting in the UK and abroad.
For further info about the venue please visit:
www.craftcentral.org.uk
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ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS
Liverpool Artists Book Fair 2009
Saturday 20th & Sunday 21st June 2009
A Foundation, Liverpool
The second annual Liverpool Artists Book Fair will be held at
A Foundation. The fair showcases unique and multiple books,
comics, zines and paper based works by artists, illustrators and
small presses from across the UK.
Stallholders include: Foundry Press, Café Royale, North Wales
School of Art & Design, Wirral Metropolitan College,
University of the Arts London, Birmingham Institute of Art &
Design, Pitville Press, LJMU Graphic Arts, Stephen Fowler,
Emily Speed, Carson & Miller, Brickface Press, Camp Yellow,
Tracey Eastham, Erpen Studios and Bret Syfert.
There will be an accompanying programme of workshops,
readings and performances throughout the weekend.
The fair will be a great opportunity to network, chat to artists
about their work and to buy original works of art from as little
as £1. Opening Hours: Saturday 12 - 6 pm
Sunday 12 - 5 pm Admission is FREE.
A Foundation has a specialist arts bookshop and a café that will
both be open over the weekend. The venue has partial disabled
access. For more information see: www.afoundation.org.uk

this annual award provides Southern Cross University with an
opportunity to continue to develop an artist’s book collection of
national significance and in so doing also contribute to the
development and awareness of artists' books as an art form.
Works to the value of $3000.00 AUS will be selected by the
judge at their catalogue price for inclusion in the Southern Cross
University Artist’s Book Collection. The judges selection will be
announced at the opening of the SCU artist’s book award in
August 2009. (Date TBA)
Anyone interested in entering can request an entry form by
emailing : nextart@scu.edu.au, or it can be downloaded from
the gallery website: www.scu.edu.au/next
Note: the entry fee is not applicable to overseas entries.
SCU nextart, 89 Magellan Street, Lismore, NSW 2480 Australia

Call for Submissions - 2nd Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize
@Bank Street Arts, Sheffield
This is an Open Call for entries for the 2nd Sheffield Artist’s
Book Prize. This is an open submission prize and exhibition,
held in conjunction with the Off the Shelf Festival, which takes
place annually in Sheffield during the months of October and
November.

A Foundation, 67 Greenland Street, Liverpool, L1 0BY
Tel: 0151 706 0600

The Sheffield Artist’s Book Prize and Exhibition is open to
makers of artists’ books in any format and from anywhere in
the world. Entry to the exhibition and prize is free.

Summer Edition 2009
Art Book, Comic and Zine Fair
Saturday 4th July 11am - 5pm
Filmbase, Temple Bar, Dublin
Summer Edition 2009 is a day-long fair created to celebrate and
promote the world of self-produced, independently published
work of all kinds. Artists' books, comics and zines are the
principal elements but the fair is also open to poetry, hand
crafted prints, original art, craftwork and the like.
National and international exhibitors will be coming together
to showcase and sell their work in a central location.

Following the success of last year’s prize and exhibition, we are
pleased to announce a number of initiatives to extend the scope
of the prize this year. In addition to the main Sheffield Artist’s
Book Prize, we will also award a Student Prize and a special Jury
Prize.

Exhibitors include: 20,000 Leagues - A4 Sounds - Blackshapes
Bob Byrne/Clamnuts - Cardboard Press - Ciara Healy/Andrew
Kelly - Daragh McLoughney/Anarchy - Deirdre de Barra
Éilis Kirby - EAK Press - Factor Fiction Press - Garrett Shanley
Hilary Lawlor - Luke Fallon - Mermaid Turbulence - Mindpuss
Neptune Factory - Paddy Lynch - Patrick Brown - Road Crew
Stitchy Press - That’s Not My Squid - The Rag Collective
Ztoical
Free entry, more information and table bookings at:
www.editionbookarts.com

OPPORTUNITIES
Call for entries - 2009 SCU Acquisitive Artist’s Book Award
Entries close on July 18th 2009
The Southern Cross University Acquisitive Artist’s Book Award
is coordinated by the SCU nextart Gallery. Now in its 5th year
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All books entered for the Student Prize will be automatically
entered into the Jury Prize and the main Sheffield Artist’s
Book Prize. Prizes awarded will be a combination of cash and
exhibition offers.
The format for selecting the winner of the SABP will be the
same as last year. Visitors to the exhibition will be given a
voting slip and asked to choose their favourite book(s).
The new Student and Jury Prizes will be selected by a jury.
The exact format of the Exhibition will depend upon the
volume of submissions, although it is anticipated that all entries
will be displayed in some form during the Festival.
The exhibition will run for 4 weeks during October 2009
(exact dates to be announced).
Closing date for submissions - 31st August 2009
For further information please send an e-mail to
prize@bankstreetarts.com or visit the website
www.bankstreetarts.com where full contact details can be found
as well as further information about the venue, exhibition and
submission procedure.
Please note: submissions will not be accepted without the
submission form which can only be obtained from the website
or by e-mail.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

Artists Books in the Library
eveArt, contemporary women’s art association is looking for
guest (women) artists to exhibit as part of 'Off the Shelf'
Sheffield Literature Festival in Sheffield Central Library.
Please write to Lois Palframan, 47 Firshill Close, Sheffield
S4 7BL for details.

A Summertime Book Arts Fayre, Ffotogallery, Penarth, Wales
Saturday 15th August 2009
We are on the lookout for excited people who would like to
participate in August’s Book Arts Fayre, with loads of ways you
could get involved. Please feel free to get in touch, you can email
us at turnerhouse@ffotogallery.org or call 02920 708 870 and
we’ll be happy to help answer any questions you may have.
Ffotogallery, Turner House, Plymouth Road
Penarth CF64 3DM
www.ffotogallery.org

Points to consider for selection:
Books considered as a format open to multiple interpretations –
Illustrated books, fanzines, book-objects, graphic novels, artists
books etc.
The common links are a lack of prejudice at all times and always
originality when painting, drawing or illustrations are used for
narration.
The books should be absolutely new in Barcelona.
Allowance for the books to be seen, touched and read.
You can submit a minimum of 1 book with a maximum 15
copies of each one.
Contact: Julia Pelletier
info@juliapelletier.com www.juliapelletier.com
www.festivaldelibrosilustrados.com
Dates of the 4th festival: from November 2nd to 7th at La
Central del Raval Bookshop.

COMO PEDRO POR MI CASA is an international
illustrated book festival organised by Julia Pelletier,
a professional illustrator, editor of her own artists’ books and
developing workshops in Barcelona around illustrated books
for adults and children.
It takes place every year in Barcelona at the library “La Central
del Raval” at Calle Elisabeth, 6, 08001 Barcelona - Spain.
Como Pedro por mi casa is a festival devoted exclusively to
illustrated books for adults and authors sharing the same idea
of freedom in painting, drawing or illustration to express their
feelings. For her, a book is an open object, an object with
multiples interpretations that can change to the infinity. Fanzine,
objects books, sketchbooks, flying books, eatable books etc…
What she really gives value in is the quality of the works and
their novelty.

Call for papers
The Story of Things: reading narrative in the visual
Manchester Metropolitan University
Friday 29th January, 2010
The production, consumption and interpretation of narratives
in visual form is central to contemporary cultures. Within this
context, the notion of narrative finding expression in the visual
can be traced, for example, in the growth of the graphic novel
form, the positioning of cinema as subject matter for art practice
and the persistence of the artist’s book as an art form.
Visual narratives demand specific forms of readerly interaction
and critical response. They require a shift of reading focus from
text to text-and-image or to image-only, and therefore require
different critical apparatus and analytical skills.
This one day conference will investigate the reading of narrative
in visual contexts, encouraging interdisciplinary approaches in
addressing the following specific clusters of concerns:
Authoring and reading the sequential narrative: linear and nonlinear approaches.
Visualising the remembered narrative: archetype, biography,
autobiography.
Object as catalyst: the potential for narrative within the artefact.
These areas of related interest will facilitate aesthetic and
theoretical interrogations of visual narrative.

It’s the reason why, all year long, she is looking for new writers
to give them recognition by exposing and selling their books.
For 6 days, books coming from France, Mexico, Japan,
Switzerland, Spain, UK, Iran and other destinations will be
offered to the customer’s curiosity in a soft atmosphere of a cosy
living room where every one will have the time to read, see,
touch, as they wish. “Como Pedro por mi casa” has been created
by the wishes to share her curiosity and to celebrate various and
marvellous works telling by different, distant and unusual way
the interpretation of reality.

Papers are invited which explore or respond to issues of visual
narrative production, consumption and interpretation in relation
to these and other connected areas of concern. We encourage
contributions from artists, academics and other practitioners.
Please send proposals (250 words) for papers (20 mins) to:
Jonathan Carson at j.carson@salford.ac.uk by
Tuesday 1st September, 2009
Jonathan Carson M: +44 (0) 797 936 0242
J.Carson@hotmail.co.uk
www.suite-studiogroup.co.uk
www.carsonandmiller.blogspot.com
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By Leaves We Live
A celebration of artists’ books and small presses
At the Scottish Poetry Library, Edinburgh
Saturday 26th September 2009, 11 am - 6 pm
Now in its fifth year, this artists’ books and small publishers fair
takes place in the award-winning premises of the Scottish Poetry
Library, combining an exhibition, stalls, talks and discussions.

and those chosen – meaning you! Plus, you can exercise reckless
editorial control or lack thereof by forwarding this invitation to
others.
What to send? Any means of expression is fine (paper, CDs,
stickers, popsicle sticks) but it can be no larger than 8.5” x 11”
(21.6 cm x 27.9 cm) and 1/8” thick (.3 cm). It can be folded,
stitched, crushed, flattened, etc. Shrunk-via-shrink-ray
submissions are okay. If you need a theme, submissions will be
compiled in publications titled “None of the Above.”
How’s that for clear direction?
How many to send? Submit 125 copies. 89 of these will go to
other participants. Additional copies will be archived, distributed
to donors/volunteers, and a small number will be sold as a
fundraiser for MCBA.
What else to send? So that we can send you your copy of the
publication, include a sheet of paper with your name and postal
address. Also include $5 in U.S. funds – checks payable to
Minnesota Center for Book Arts – to cover the cost of envelopes
and postage.
Where to send: None of the Above, c/o Minnesota Center for
Book Arts, 1011 Washington Ave South, Suite 100,
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA

Wild Hawthorn Press stand at By Leaves We Live 2008

There is space for approximately 25 stalls for galleries,
artists and small presses. If you are interested in taking part
this year, please contact the Librarian, Julie Johnstone for more
details: julie.johnstone@spl.org.uk
Scottish Poetry Library
5 Crichton’s Close, Edinburgh EH8 8DT
Tel: 0131 557 2876
www.spl.org.uk

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION None of the Above: Assembling,
Collaborating and Publishing in the Eternal Network
In an ambitious assembling-style project, Minnesota Center for
Book Arts invites any and all to send 125 copies of anything
(within reason – see below) that will fit into a 9” x 12” envelope.
This project is in conjunction with MCBA’s upcoming
exhibition None of the Above: Assembling, Collaborating and
Publishing in the Eternal Network.

Deadlines: If we receive submissions by August 21, 2009, they
will be displayed as part of the associated exhibition. To be
included in the publication, submissions must be received no
later than October 24, 2009.
A special collating event will occur at MCBA on Saturday,
October 24, 2009. For those who would like to participate, you
may bring your 125 copies that evening rather than mailing.
There is no fee. Please email Jeff Rathermel, MCBA’s Artistic
Director (jrathermel@mnbookarts.org) by October 16, 2009
if you will be participating. Arrive at 7 pm, assembly lines
commence at 7:30 pm.
If you have questions about the publication, contact
Jeff Rathermel at jrathermel@mnbookarts.org.
To learn more about Minnesota Center for Book Arts, visit
www.mnbookarts.org.

INTERNET NEWS
An assembling project represents the ultimate in democratic art.
Everything submitted will be included in the publication
(or series of publications, depending on how many people
participate). In return for your efforts, you receive a selection of
89 different works created by others who participate.
Who’s invited? Artists, writers, printmakers, zinesters, poets,
photographers, xerographers, pamphleteers, cartoonists,
diagrammers, visualists, mail-artists, transitionalists, minimalists,
maximalists, pencilers, stencilers, composers, medics,
bookleteers, decoders, conceptualists, transcribers,
documentarians, historians, storytellers, manifestoans, CDsters,
designers, anti-artists, ventriloquists (make the paper sing!), book
artists, book artists who are ventriloquists, whoever so chooses
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23 Sandy Gallery Blog
After several requests for more frequent reminders about
gallery events, 23 Sandy has entered the world of blogging.
The 23 Sandy Blog will announce current and upcoming shows
in the gallery as well as other events such as lectures, workshops,
calls for entries and other gallery happenings.
www.23sandygallery.blogspot.com

The Eccentric City now has a brand new updated website
which will be providing the latest and ongoing research as well
as providing links to people, projects etc.
www.eccentriccity.co.uk

From Anne Hammond: The Ritter Collection of Modern
Illustrated Books and Livres d’Artistes. An auction of 204
artists’ books from the Mel Ritter collection took place on May
5, 2009. Artists featured in the sale included Georges Braque,
Andy Warhol, Henri Matisse, Joan Miró, and Jim Dine.
You can still view images online if you go to the homepage:
www.swanngalleries.com and click “View Catalogue” and then
Archive Search. There is a catalogue available also for 35 USD.

READY - STEADY - GO
25 cardboard suitcases lined up - and sent off to 25 artists in
Sweden, Norway, Finland, Iceland and Denmark. Within half a
year's time they will return to the starting point - to be included
in the exhibition CON-TEXT at Kulturspinderiet, the old Paper
Factory in Silkeborg (26th September - 11th October 2009).
At that time a
transformation /
metamorphosis will
have taken place
and these perfectly
ordinary cardboard
suitcases will be artists’
books - the subject of
the exhibition.
The blog’s intent is to
establish an informal
forum / shared
logbook that will
record and reflect how
the process progresses,
hopefully for mutual
inspiration and pleasure for the participating artists - as well as
others who might want to follow the journey…
http://contextnord.wordpress.com/2009/04/01/pa-vej/

Lara Durback’s etsy store includes “poet earrings or something
like that from scrap bookbinding leather. They have words like
Meta or Micro Macro on them sometimes.”
http://radiantcoordinates.etsy.com

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
Bussard Ramjet by John Timberlake
Artwords Press 2009
“We might rethink that 1960s TV footage
of suited-up Apollo astronauts waving in
the Florida sunshine to wonder what public
reaction might have been had those sterile
antechambers disgorged air force colonels with
newly re-modelled and socketed crania or eyes,
proboscises or extra limbs; what reaction
Kennedy’s announcement of the Apollo
Program might have received had he simultaneously declared
the subsumption of the US into some pan-global structure of
governance and resource management; that the mission
objective was Proxima Centauri, not the Moon. Televisual
history re-imagined thus becomes a delirious Gothic dream…”
The Bussard Ramjet was a concept proposed in 1960 by the
distinguished physicist R.W. Bussard in which advanced
civilisations would be able to travel the vast distances between
the stars by constructing engines that would gather hydrogen
atoms in deep space, subsequently fusing them to produce a
directed jet of thermonuclear plasma.
In the works reproduced in Bussard Ramjet Timberlake
addresses notions of realism and fiction in photography and
their proximity to constructions of utopias and dystopias.
Photographic landscapes are partially re-painted in a photorealist
style suggesting future or past events. Interweaved with these
images and bearing on 9/11, fusion-theory and space travel,
John Timberlake's compelling, three part narrative weaves
Sci-Fi with contemporary realism to counter tarnished and
myopic notions of 'future' civilisation(s) and landscape.
Published in collaboration with Artis Den Bosch,
’s-Hertogenbosch, The Netherlands (www.artisdenbosch.nl)
48 pages Colour reproductions. ISBN 9781906441197
15.5 x 23 cm English text. Hardcover.
Price: £9.99 from www.artwords.co.uk

Two new books by Lyn Ashby

Muriel Prince has recently launched a new website where you
can find out more about her work and order copies of recent
publications: www.murielprince.co.uk

From Imi Maufe: Podcast interviews with book artists and
poets, hosted by Steve Miller, coordinator of the MFA in the
Book Arts Program at The University of Alabama.
The lively conversations are about craft, inspiration, careers,
and aspirations. www.bookarts.ua.edu/podcast/podcasts.html

A bookshop for Ciara Healy’s artists’ books is now on her
website. Visit www.ciarahealy.com and click on ‘shop’.

Wessel & Lieberman Booksellers have published a new online
catalogue Fresh Sheet Vol. 2, No. 2 - Book Arts. View online at
www.wlbooks.com/cgi-bin/wlb455.cgi/BookArts.html

I Decline Myself
Without language who am I? Without words, what would my
thoughts be made of? What would comprise the ‘inner life’?
In learning Latin, we learn of the strict linguistic constructions
of nouns, verbs and syntax. That nouns are organised in
‘declensions’, determining relationships in sentences. In the way
that these rules build language, does language build the self?
I Decline Myself is one in a series of books (Declensions and
Conjugations) concerning the underlying linguistic nature of
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selfhood. The book is printed on transparent paper, which page
by page, builds an image (only in the form of words) of a self.
As we peel away these pages and constructions, with what are
we left?
This is a handmade, soft-cover, screw-bound, limited edition
book of 50. Email: Thistoopress@yahoo.com for prices.

The Sky is Forever Rushing
Lyn Ashby
Someone standing at the equator on the surface of the Earth is
travelling in the direction that we call east at the rate of about
1600 kilometres each hour. The Earth the moon are ploughing
through space around the sun at a speed of more than 100,000
kilometres per hour. As well as this our whole solar system, with
all its planets, satellites, comets and attached debris are wheeling
around the centre of the Milky Way galaxy at nearly 1 million
kilometres each hour. And this is just the start. We tumble
through space, like it or not.
This book is a stand-alone chapter extracted from the book turn,
printed on transparent paper and bound as a concertina with
hard end covers. Hand-made, limited edition of 50. Email:
Thistoopress@yahoo.com for prices.

New from Cuneiform Press:
TWO POEMS
MAX JACOB & LARRY
FAGIN
portraits
JUAN GRIS & GEORGE
SCHNEEMAN
Typeset in Jan Tschichold’s
Sabon, printed letterpress on
Zerkall Ingres paper and
signed by Fagin.
$10

Available from http://cuneiformpress.blogspot.com or
http://cuneiformpress.com
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Giles Goodland has published a new book
What the Things Sang
“This is a book about the shaping of information into poetry.
It takes a start from a small disagreement with Wittgenstein.
What if poetry is involved in the language-game of giving
information? If a poem is a collection of units of information
(or one complicated piece of information), how should that
information be arranged on the page? Different units of the
book are arranged in dictionary order, as pieces of concrete, as
lists, anti-lists, glossaries, indexes, prose, poems, language-games,
and more.” Paperback, 112pp, 9x6ins, £8.95 / $15
ISBN 9781848610545. Available from:
www.shearsman.com/pages/books/catalog/2009/goodland.html

Tumble and Fall
A small zine by Gracia Haby
A 10.5 cm x 15 cm, 17 page colour zine with a peacock-blue
cover card and black card spine, with a cardboard backing.
Includes four black linen-paper
pages with hand-cut smattering
of stars. Featuring Tumble and Fall
collages I through XII.
Remote and incandescent, stars
hang in the night sky, luminous
and fixed, held by their own
gravity. Billions of years old,
you can look upon them for a
little celestial navigation and
orientation, and you can even
make a wish upon one.
A zine takes shape slowly,
Twinkle, twinkle, all the night.
Out gathering stars as they tumble
from night sky.
Tumble & Fall.
Thought followed thought, star
follwed star.
Edition of 60, May, 2009, $6.00 AUS available from:
http://gracialouise.bigcartel.com/product/zine-tumble-fall
or see http://www.gracialouise.com/tumble_fall.html

The Bonefolder Volume 5, No. 2, Spring 2009
Is now available online - free download from:
www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder/vol5no2contents.htm
The Bonefolder (online) ISSN 1555-6565
Table of contents:
Biblio Bullrushes, Biblio Briarpatch: The Search for Carl Maria
Seyppel - Tom Trusky; An Artist’s Journey into Bookmaking Nancy Steele-Makasci; Making Your Own Finishing Tools - Jana
Pullman; Gold Tooling Without Fear - Jamie Kamph; The Artist
as Paper Engineer - Carol Barton; A Woodworker Makes
Bookbinding Tools - Robert Walp; Interpreting Deluge: A Story
of Collections and Response from the 2008 Iowa Floods Kristin Baum; Art, Fact, Artifact: College Book Arts Association
Inaugural Conference - Katy Govan; Skin, Surfaces and
Shadows, a review - Joe D’Ambrosio; Preservation and
Conservation for Libraries and Archives, a review - Colyn
Wohlmut; Grant Supports Research on Letterpress Art & Craft Betty Bright; 2009 Bind-O-Rama: An open virtual exhibition
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The Eccentric City
Issue k/3 - the cockerel that beareth
An opportunity to read, partake and rewire the effects of
unconventional tabloid news paper publication, The Eccentric
City - the world’s first dedicated eccentric tabloid newspaper
Issue K/3 - the cockerel that beareth, has been released in
May 2009. Read about the adventures into the peculiar…

The leaves in fact consist of only one long, folded strip of
parchment paper that is not glued to the book and can easily be
removed. Now the pages can be turned. If you hold it against a
light source, you’ll be surprised (unless you are really good with
doing geometry in your head).

40 pages of eccentric articles are collated from a growing global
contributing community as well as archive material and 2008,
£1 Arts Commissioning documentation.
Featuring Bob King, the famous one legged acrobat, cryptotaxidermy and outrageous Darwin mockery aka ‘The Squire’,
sheep disguised as cameras… Spam, a fatal balloon duel,
including an interview with the UK’s contemporary infamous
eccentric inventor John Ward. Visit the website for more
information www.eccentricccity.co.uk

to touch and to cut
Hilke Kurzke
When opened, “to touch and to cut” is a beautiful book object
whose pages cannot be leafed through like in an ordinary book.
Instead, they are connected at one side and open to show a
shape that might remind the viewer of a flower. On the white
leaves, red lines are visible that add depth to the milky white,
shine-through pages.

You’ll see that the red lines across the pages are not random at all
- they are all tangent to i.e. are all touching a common circle.
At the same time all these lines also cut a larger circle with
the same center. In fact they cut any larger circle at the same
constant angle - this is why the larger circles are not visible as
the smaller, touched circle. You have to know they are there,
to know that the touching lines are also cutting.
Numbered and signed limited edition of 20, 4.5cm x 4.8cm x
0.5cm. Each book is packed with an artist statement, explaining
the book and giving more information about the artist.
To purchase at $14 visit:
http://www.etsy.com/view_listing.php?listing_id=24114468
or Hilke Kurzke’s buechertiger homepage at:
http://buecher.tiger.googlepages.com
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Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden have produced a collaborative
book Ø - Cherry Blossom Island Tree, which was made specially
in May for the Ø Artists’ Books Exhibition and Festival and left
for the collection of Limfjordscentret, Doverodde, Denmark.

“Learning what a book was and how it worked so that it was
not just an inert vehicle for reproduction took a community of
individuals groping towards innovation through experiment.” Johanna Drucker, from the introduction.

A short youtube video documents the book and its journey
to Denmark, made by Angie Butler, Sarah Bodman and
Tom Sowden: www.youtube.com/watch?v=FlPHbK0qz4E
A cherry tree on a small
island, dreams of all the
other islands it might meet
as it travels across the sea
leaving a trail of island
blossom in its wake…
Contents:
1 small piece of tree
1 Wordsworth poem cut
from a book that had been
trampled on the floor of
Book Barn, Bristol
10,089 pink paper island
cherry blossoms
2 UK road atlases
Glue, linen thread, 345 miles and 18 hours at sea.

Visual Studies Workshop is pleased to announce the
publication of Artists’ Books: Visual Studies Workshop Press,
1972 - 2008 edited by Joan Lyons.
With an introduction
by Johanna Drucker,
preface by Lyons
and an afterword by
Tate Shaw.
The central part of this
annotated bibliography
of VSW Press, is an
illustrated selection of
over one hundred books,
with statements by the
authors. It also includes
a complete bibliographic
listing, and a timeline of
the Press.

At the forefront of the modern artist’s book movement,
Visual Studies Workshop Press was a crucible for
experimentation that helped define and shape the field.
For thirty-seven years and more than four hundred and fifty
titles, the best of VSW Press books set the standard for what
an artist can do in the codex form.
This bibliography, annotated by the artists who made the work,
provides an opportunity to review the exemplary body of work
that came out of the Press, as well as to sample the voices of
several decades of artists who made books. The legacy of the
VSW Press has yet to fully be grasped; this publication is one
step in the reworking of that activity into history, so that we
can begin to reflect on its merits and achievements.
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Visual Studies Workshop Press, 2009, 176 pages, 226 colour
illustrations. $35 from Visual Studies Workshop Press
31 Prince Street, Rochester, New York, 14607, USA
www.vsw.org/press

New from ignition.ie
RIVERwork(s) is a reflection of three related activities by
Christine Mackey that engaged with a specific landscape and an
electic range of individuals both living and dead. Contributions
included essays by: Dermot Healy - writer, Bryonie Reed Researcher in Cultural Geography, Sam Moore - Archaelogist,
Don Cotton - Botanist, Terry O' Regan - Landscape Alliance
Ireland and Ciara Healy - Artist and publisher of ignition.ie
In 2006 Christine Mackey
was commissioned by Sligo
Borough Council to explore
the landscape and history of
Doorly Park, the Garavogue
River and its environs from
an artist's perspective.
Meticulous research has led
to this record of an area that
is an invaluable resource for
the city. RIVERwork(s) is
presented here in the form of
an artist’s book and exhibition
as a unique anthology of this
place both here and now and
times past. A limited number of copies will be available from the
Arts Department on a first come first serve basis.
Her explorations on foot took her from the harbour, up river
to Lough Gill photographing, filming, drawing and finding out
things by talking to local people, be they walkers, residents or
fishermen. She spent much time too in libraries, the County
Reference Library and Dublin libraries and the Royal Irish
Academy researching historical sources, place names and maps.
The language of geography and how it describes the formation
of rivers was also a subject of research, which led to new
drawings and mappings. Christine made contact with many
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

experts, specialists, public officials and local record keepers
collecting a huge amount of information on an array of subjects,
but all still related to the significance of the Garavogue, Lough
Gill and the wider landscape.
This exploratory process, taking many directions, was grounded
by Christine’s presence and connection with people through her
occupation of an abandoned Gate Lodge in Doorly Park, where
she set up studio for three months and her regular website diary
of discoveries.

RIVERwork(s) is part of Unravelling Developments, of a series
of public art commissions by Sligo Local Authorities.
The commission was funded by the Department of
Environment, Heritage and Local Government Per Cent for
Art Scheme, with additional support from The Arts Council
of Ireland and Sligo Art Gallery.

The limited and deluxe editions can be ordered from:
www.viewpointeditions.com/ViewpointEditions/the_store.html
The open edition is available at $25 from Blurb at:
http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/540153

Book + Art: Handcrafting Artists’ Books by Dorothy Simpson
Krause focuses on content and
suggests simple and elegant
ways of presenting it in book
form. It covers an introduction
to bookmaking tools and materials, the basics of selecting paper
and other substrates, traditional
and digital ways to incorporate
images and words, altered books,
handmade book structures, covers
and alternative presentations
including unbound collections,
boxes and sculptural forms.

Christine Mackey was born in Co. Kilkenny and lives in North
Leitrim. She is engaged with site-specific practice(s) grounded in
the geography of place and the re-orientation of the artist as
traveler, researcher and note-taker, initiating a new role as ‘social
cartographer’. Her work explores the variable manifestations of
‘drawing’ and ‘mapping’ as a visual mode of enquiry, mediating
between information and place, situated knowledge and
community practice. She is currently pursuing a practice-based
PhD at the University of Ulster, Belfast.
The book is for sale on our newly updated website from June
for £20.00 from www.ignition.ie

Losing Ground by Dorothy Simpson Krause
In its content, Losing Ground, an artist’s book by Dorothy
Simpson Krause, is a plea for
awareness of our role as stewards of
the environment. In its production,
it combines traditional processes and
print-on-demand technology.
With images spanning more than a
decade and text from the IPCC,
this 12” x 12”, 44 page book, was
produced in three editions: a limited
edition bound in black Brillianta bookcloth, a deluxe edition
bound in aubergine Nigerian goat and a 7” x 7” softcover
open edition.
The steps involved in making the book can be seen in
“the process”, the 44 pages can be seen in “the books” either
as individual images or as a slideshow and the related art seen
in “the art” at www.viewpointeditions.com

Examples have been chosen from more than 50 books
produced in the last decade by Krause. With Projects,
Tips and Creative Explorations, this book covers accessible
image-making techniques, (like alcohol gel transfers that can
be done into bound books), the adhesive drumleaf binding,
(which uses double page spreads and requires no sewing),
and covers that are created separate from the book structure and
are simple to attach. Additional information can be seen at:
www.viewpointeditions.com/ViewpointEditions/Book_+_Art.html

Published by North Light, Book + Art can be ordered from
www.amazon.com at $16.49 or www.amazon.co.uk £14.99

paradoxes becoming
notes for a poem
Philip Kuhn
paradoxes becoming is a book length poem divided into 14
sections and was inspired by a visit to the Fresco Room in
the Campo Santo Cemetery in Pisa. The Triumph of Death -
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the centre piece of the room - is the starting point for the poem
which circles through a series of meditations and responses to a
number of European artists - painters, musicians and poets who may well have been influenced and /or inspired by this
mid-fourteenth century work of art. The poem concludes with a
series of three meditations upon the dying and the death of my
mother.
Interwoven through the book
is a series of 16 colour images
- ikons - which seek to
engage with and challenge
various aspects of the texts
of this poem. But these ikons
are not just illustrations to
the text for they also seek to
upset the conventional view
concerning the necessary
relationship between a text
and its attendant image.
To this end I have
deliberately designed and
constructed the book so that
each ikon folds outwards from the text block. This means that
each ikon can effectively float beside the text. And because the
reader can still continue to turn the pages of text it becomes
possible to read each ikon against a number of different pages
not just with the page to which it is attached. This construction
not only offers the reader a physical engagement with the book
but also invites a dynamic dialogue between text(s) and ikons.

“official document” but encounters the text and images, which
convey the frustration of the interrogation and the comical /
serious side of the whole situation.
This is a self-published saddle stitch binding, the cover is
printed on “Royal Jazz” paper 190gsm and bound on the left
edge. Two elements are featured on the cover: the title
“26NOV2006” and a scanned image of the official Government
of Canada emblem. The cover also has the appearance of a welltravelled passport. The pages are printed on Aspen Dual-Sided
Matte 165gsm paper from MediaStreet.com. The cover and
images are digitally printed on an archival Inkjet Epson Stylus
Photo 2200.
An edition of 18 copies unnumbered and signed. Price: US $45
The book has 12 double sheets paginated and the dimensions
are 5.25 in (height) x 3.625 in (length) x 0.25 (thickness) in
The book can be viewed at: www.louiselevergneux.com
For inquires or orders please contact the artist via email at:
louiselevergneux@gmail.com

This sixth publication from itinerant press is in a limited edition
of 47. Each book has been printed onto Windsor & Newton
cartridge smooth 130gsm through an Epson ink jet stylus pro
3800 and then hand-bound. The cover is Arches (Aquarelle) hot
press 300gsm. 72 pp + 16 colour ikons: (130mm x 210mm)
itinerant press March 2009
ISBN: 978-1-906322-05-2 - £40.00 (plus £ 2.00 p&p)
For further details please contact Philip Kuhn:
xyster@pique.wanadoo.co.uk

Making Do is an independent magazine led by an international
team of graphic designers and artists, based in London.
Informed by a culture of open source editorial tools and crossdisciplinary collaborations, each issue of the publication will
explore a different process of creative production by unveiling
the languages or/and systems of creation. “Making Do focuses
on the methodologies of creating - making, with whatever
means or conditions available.”

26NOV2006
Louise Levergneux is proud to present 26NOV2006 an artist’s
book created in response to being subjected to an interrogation
while crossing the border from Canada into the United States.
The passport, an identity document, represents a country based
upon inherent freedoms. Regretfully, even with an ally country,
our identity does not automatically convey freedom from one
country to the other.
The layout for 26NOV2006 was created to resemble an
authentic passport. The reader is encouraged by the familiarity
of a passport to look inside. The reader begins to browse the
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The Translation Issue - The first issue of Making Do is an
exploration into Translation as both a process and a product.
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“The Translation issue consists of responses, proposals, and
reflections from authors (who range from novelists to visual
artists) who are all translators in a sense.”
The editor’s investigation goes beyond text and language; the
issue explorestranslation through and across mediums such as
design, illustration, performance, video and architecture as well
as through language (including a dead one), a short story and
an interview with a translator. Highlights include an article on
Susan Hiller’s The Last Silent Movie and a conversation with
Paul Buck. Beyond the restrictions of briefs/competitions
and financial exchanges, Making Do aims to act as a
platform for debate, critical analysis, flexible and open-ended
experimentation. Following the demands of the content and as
a result of the strong representation of graphic designers within
the team, each issue of the publication’s design is turned
into an editorial tool. Issue 0 reflected the methodology of its
production where a variety of paper stock in different colours
and sizes, was assembled by hand. The current issue’s design is
a reference to issue 0, while the layout follows the content and
the variety of the projects featured.
Making Do is available at www.makingdo.org.uk and selected
bookshops. Recommended retail price: £10 205 x 255 mm,
Published in London. ISSN 1759-880X
www.makingdo.org.uk

the most depressing parts of the book, but it makes its point
and is highly amusing. The tone is set immediately by the title
‘Bamboozler Extraordinaire’. From Acapulco to Ovarian Ablation
- a small book with a big punch. I will return to it again and
again.
From Acapulco to Ovarian Ablation
Digitally produced. Printed on 150gsm Revive Silk 75 recycled
paper. Hand finished. 113 x 154 mm
44 pp + 6pp throw outs
ISBN 978-0-9560415-0-0
Edition of 250, individually numbered and signed.
£15 + £1.50 p&p
More details and images can be found at
www.murielprince.co.uk

The latest publication from Redfoxpress in the c’est mon dada
collection: WEEF ‘VIEW FROM THE ATRIUM’
Visual Poetry / fluxus
A6 format (10.5x15 cm / 4 x 6") - 40 pages - April 2009
hardcover, thread and quarter cloth binding
laser printing on ivory paper.
price: 15 euro / 20 US $ / 13 UK Sterling

From Acapulco to Ovarian Ablation is the first digitally
produced limited edition by Muriel Prince’s
MetalRabbitEditions

Order your copy by emailing info@redfoxpress.com - or by
PayPal to phi@phi.lu or subscribe to the collection and receive
each book with invoice. No postage charged.
All information at: http://www.redfoxpress.com

Wake Up and Sleep is a new limited edition book by the artist
Caroline Isgar and poet Richard Price. Wake Up and Sleep
addresses visually and lyrically one of the most common human
problems: sleeplessness. In this yearning, softly surreal book
Isgar’s exquisite etchings and drypoint use textured colour and
delicate form in gentle interplay with Price’s shape-shifting
poetry - playful, restless, and dreamy in turns. The book is
bound by the artist bookbinder Clare Bryan.
Keith Panton, artist, has written the following review:
Muriel is crystallising her ideas about life, illness and death and
coming to some sort of conclusion. The title is wonderful and
prepares the reader for the totally unexpected way the whole
thing develops. An extremely imaginative and novel layout
creates a sense of not knowing what is happening next - just
like life - or the illness? Muriel presents very clear-sighted ideas
as well as being so perceptive. The individual form of each poem
is perfect for expressing the mood and sentiment of each one,
e.g. the one-word lines ‘Sunshine. Warm sands. Bright colours.
Happy people.’ or ‘And you do. Brutal. Blunt. Clinical.’ There is
a remarkable variety in the way the writer expresses herself.
This is evident in the black humour of the one act play, e.g.
the robotic way the doctor and nurse behave could be one of
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The text of “Wake up and sleep” was originally commissioned by
Lavinia Greenlaw for The Royal Society of Medicine and the
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation in which authority on sleep
disorders Dr Peter Venn (Queen Victoria Hospital, East
Grinstead) was partnered with Richard Price. Later the text
evolved in conversations with Caroline Isgar, the sequence of
images developing in discussions between artist and poet and
producing the new work presented here.
Etchings and dry points printed by Caroline Isgar and Simon
Lawson. Printed on Somerset White Velvet 250 grams paper.
Text digitally printed with Epson OEM ink. Book bound by
Clare Bryan. For more information please contact:
chisgar@bitinternet.com or info@hydrohotel.net

CLOSURE by Sarah Bodman
An artist’s book detailing the end of a love affair. Made for
‘weloveyourbooks’ Closure exhibition, May 2009. 34 pp,
black and white interior, pulp-fiction paperback, colour cover.

One objective is to produce bindings which will always maintain
their original shape, even after being opened and closed
hundreds, if not thousands, of times. Chris finds that solutions
can often be found by combining the aesthetic simplicity of
earlier periods with modern technology.
Vox Humana Press’ ethos is finding ways of blending the
traditional creative processes with the digital age. Those involved
with the press have backgrounds in craftsmanship to a very high
level and wish to maintain a hands-on approach to their
products when and wherever possible.
Chris Challen, Vox Humana Press, Gloucestershire.
Tel: 01453 731967. chrischallen@metronet.co.uk

Book Art Festival and Ø Exhibition, Doverodde, Denmark
Report by Angie Butler
Something a bit special was happening the other weekend …
and in case you missed it, then let me tell you about it, as I was
lucky enough to be there!

Unlimited edition. Published through blurb, available at:
http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/686308
for £6.95 + P&P, or for £6.95 including UK postage
from Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

REPORTS & REVIEWS
Vox Humana Press was formed a few years ago by Chris
Challen and is an informal alliance of artisans whose skills
range from fine arts and music to textiles and engineering.
Chris’ background in music and engineering has resulted in
some unusual publications and bindings.
He left a career in musical instrument making and conservation
a few years ago to follow his interest in writing and investigating
the aesthetics of early typography and wooden bindings.
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Denmark was hosting its very first Book Arts Festival;
in Doveodde, Thy, Northwest Jutland. An area like an island
situated between sea and fjord, characterised by picturesque open
spaces, stunning horizons, super-fresh air and unspoilt nature.
Not the easiest place to travel to on the map, but travel people
did, from far and wide, showing their commitment, interest and
support for artists’ books.
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS …

From Fri 8th - Sun 10th. May a programme of events was held
at the Limfjord Centre; a complex of former Corn Merchant’s
buildings which have been recently, beautifully restored as a
Centre for Local Culture, History and Nature.
The Festival was brought to fruition by the commitment,
determination and tireless work of Project Coordinator
Liz Hempel-Jorgensen and Centre Director Karin Nikolaus.
Working together on the initial concept, they gained support
from the Local Cultural Consultant for Thisted, and sought
advice from experienced practitioner Mette-Sofie D Ambeck
(Thisted) and Conservator/ Bookbinder Marianne Lund
Petersen (Copenhagen). The local Village Action Group also
applied for, and was awarded funding, from The County
Districts towards the project. I think almost everyone in the
Village was involved in some way with the Festival - either
before, after or during - there were lots of volunteers helping
out each day and this added to the positive and supportive
atmosphere around the Centre.

The Festival was successful in bringing practitioners, academics,
villagers, conservators, book-binders, librarians, basically everyone who has (or could have) a passion for all aspects of the
book; together, creating a space for meeting, exhibition,
exchange, ideas, reading, looking and thinking.
In The Century of Artists’ Books, Johanna Drucker states that:
“If the various elements or activities which contribute to artists’
books as a field are described, what emerges is a space made by
their intersection, one which is a zone of activity…”
By being a pioneer for artists’ books in Denmark, the Doverodde
Book Arts Festival is offering up this potential space, a physical
and psychological ‘zone of activity’ to all: one to be watched,
supported and engaged with. Over the course of the weekend
I enjoyed having good conversations about artists’ books with
locals, artists and curators alike - as the Festival created an
interesting interface between the novice and the specialist.
To aid visitors’ understanding of the medium, a permanent
reading and reference area with books, journals and
catalogues (and a developing collection of artists’ books)
has been established on the top floor of the centre; a quiet
contemplative place, by a picture-window with a lovely view
of the Limfjord. It was certainly a useful way for me to research
some of the international artists (whose work was unfamiliar),
on show, in a themed exhibition, staged especially for the
festival, and which runs until the end of June.

Artists were invited to respond to the title of Ø (the 28th. letter
of the alphabet and also the word for ‘island’ in the Danish language). This gave rise, to an intriguing variety of works shown
by artists from all over the world, featuring hand bound books,
artists’ books, paper cuts, mail-art and book-objects. An array
of islands formed the basis for work on; Cuba, The Shetland
Islands, Palm Island in Dubai, Greenland, the Isle of Wight in
England, Hestan Isle in SW Scotland, Taasinge, in Denmark and
Krakatoa, are just a few! Some pieces took the theme and used
the letter form Ø in book structure (Marianne Lund Petersen),
as sound (Marie Marcano), one used the human body as island
metaphor, (Mille Sondergaard), as walking and recording
geological information (Annabel Ralphs), re-inventing a map
of geographical experience (Carson and Miller), observing of
everyday objects as ‘islands’ (Bodil Damgard and Ahlrich van
Ohlen) and using atlas pages to create a ‘new’ globe form
(Gert Hansen). Books were displayed in glass cabinets and on
tables; objects were on plinths and some pieces were hung from
the beams in the centre of the room, enabling and encouraging
the viewer to investigate the work from all angles. Interactivity
seemed important, and most works, with the exception of the
very fragile, were allowed to be handled, providing intimate
engagement within a large exhibition space.

fish ‘n’ islands or: printers playground, Ahlrich van Ohlen, 2009
Book object: wooden box with top cover, hinges, string. 20 Linocut printing
plates, glued on cardboard, 20 clothespins in the form of fish, 33 x 25 x 10.5 cm

The top floor of the converted warehouse also housed a
retrospective show, from the last four decades, by Mogens Otto
Neilsen. A plethora of pieces in all manner of shapes sizes,
colours, containers and materials were presented in large display
units, vitrines, carrier bags and even on A4 paper sheets, pegged
on ‘washing lines’ which spanned the width of the room.
Otto works with mail art, drawing, performance, book objects
and sound poetry; using letters, stamp images, and signs and
labels of written communication to make environments and
new ‘hybrid’ objects. The overall linking of various art projects
by Mogen Otto Nielsen is headed by the stamp Atmosphere
Controlled - originally found as a printed sign in a box of apples,
he has taken the text out of its original context and used it as a
as a poetic message and label for his work ‘signature’ ever since.
“Individually intended utterances such as expressions of
fondness, statements of fact, or photographs are arranged in
a relation to one another forming a spatial structure.
These artificially established relationships of information
liberate new contexts of meaning, decipher unexpended material.
Personal utterances take on universal meaning. Torn out of their
individual context, they become documents of time.”
Dorothera Eimert.
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The weekend was punctuated with talks by Research Fellows in
artists’ books from UWE, Bristol , England: Sarah Bodman;
21st Century Artists’ Books Around the World and Tom Sowden;
Artists’ Books in the Digital Age. On which, judging from the
feedback and ongoing debate I had with people afterwards; gave
much food for thought on the identity, categorisation and future
context of artists’ books. Talks were supported by an exhibition
tour (by Bodil Damgard), demonstrations and workshops all
connected with elements and aspects of the book.
Artists could engage visitors around individual tables to show,
sell and demonstrate their practice, as well as pass on their
knowledge in practical sessions; giving people the opportunity to
gain an understanding of paper-cutting and folding methods,
book-binding, and making etc. Thus confirming and extending
a new appreciation for the book form.

The Book Arts Centre and Festival, I’m sure, will be ‘Chinese
Whispered’ about, over the forthcoming weeks and months, in
publications, by word of mouth, via the Internet (I have read
three online reviews already!) and by all who attended. I’ll find
it exciting to follow the progress, growth and development of
the event over the coming years, and to see the Limfjord Centre
and the stunningly beautiful area of Thy put on the map,
establishing its name for book arts, as well as natural history.
The next festival is already in the planning stages and the date
is set for 13-16 May 2010. So watch this space, Doverodde
Book Arts Centre and Festival, Denmark… the way (is) fjord!!

Angie Butler is a Bristol-based artist currently in her first year
on the MA in Multi-Disciplinary Printmaking (specialising in
artists’ books) at UWE. Angie is Teaching Fellow in Visual Arts,
ICIA at The University of Bath & a Part-time Lecturer in
Creative Arts at Bath Spa University.
angiebutleruk@hotmail.com

CIRCLE PRESS PUBLICATIONS
Review by Guy Begbie
ALPHABETA CONCERTINA by Ronald King
West Sussex, England: Circle Press, 2007. Edition of 500.
A new version of ALPHABETA CONCERTINA, King’s classic
capital letter 1983 version, updated with modified designs for
some of the letters. 56 pages, 16.5 x 11 cm stretching to 3m.
A red and white double-sided concertina alphabet book made up
of 26 pop-up capital letters. Cut and creased onto Heritage
Book paper and glued to silk screened Heritage Museum
end-boards. Contained in a clear PVC tray and sleeve.
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alphabeta concertina miniscule by Ronald King
West Sussex, England: Circle Press, 2007. Edition of 600.
56 pages, 16.5 x 11 cm stretching to 3m. A blue and white
double-sided concertina alphabet book with 26 pop-out lower
case letters. Cut and creased onto Heritage Book paper and
glued to silk screened Heritage Museum end-boards. Contained
in a clear PVC tray and sleeve.

little but often by Ronald King and Richard Price
West Sussex, England: Circle Press, 2007. Edition of 350.
56 pages, 16.5 x 11 cm.
A red and white double-sided concertina alphabet book with the
new miniscules (designed for alphabeta concertina miniscule)
combined with Richard Price’s poem. Cut and creased onto
Heritage Book paper and glued to silk screened Heritage
Museum end-boards. Contained in a clear PVC tray and sleeve.

Flex the folds of “ALPHABETA CONCERTINA” and
“alphabeta concertina miniscule” and one will appreciate how
effectively Ron King combines the malleable quality of paper in
sheet form with the architectural characteristics of upper and
lower case letterforms. He sets a premise whereby the book is
treated as a container with a layered content that has the ability
once manipulated by the reader to rise from the flat surface of
the page.
Taking possession of a sculptural volume, King’s narratives
have the capability to form a fluid transition from the two to the
three-dimensional. His pared down letter monoliths immediately
suggest a plastic linguistic eruption of sound out of the fabric of
the open page spread.
When a page is turned, this is cause for the closure and fall of
the letterform, a retreat back into its finely cut aperture. By this
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intervention the reader is made aware of the physicality of the
sheet of paper, viewing each character as a physical dissection,
engineered to create multi faceted surfaces that widen the scope
for visual and tactile communication within the parameters of
the page.
My scrutiny and examination of these double-sided concertina
books resulted in an attempt to unpack and deconstruct opened
sheets across the floor. Viewed with attention to structure from
a horizontal reclined position, cut apertures and letterform
components evoked memories of models of architectural space,
contained and delineated, negative and positive, stretched paper
sight lines that revealed excavated typographical landscapes.

“little but often” is an amorous poetic response to and in an
alphabetic structure. This publication is limited to an edition
of 350 copies, the result of collaboration between Ron King
and Richard Price who is the Head of Modern British
Collections at the British Library, London. As a Scottish poet
associated with the informationist poetry genre, Price’s lyrical
writing skills have also been realised musically as he is a vocalist
in the band Mirabeau.
“little but often” exudes a parity of demands from the reader for
the attention of both Kings cut alphabet characters and Price’s
printed text. The latter, a haiku length witty dialogue resounds,
provoked by each multi faceted pop-up letterform.
These three Circle Press books offer a multi dimensional
reading experience, a physical viewing intervention that hinges
on the folds. The narrative begins with the transformation of
the book as it is pulled and turned into an open construction.
In time the reader will draw the pages together, the book
will then be contained in closure, resolved as a compact and
deconstructed ending.
To purchase any of these books at http://shop.circlepress.com:
Alphabeta Concertina £48 + p&p
Alphabeta Concertina Minuscule £48 + p&p
Little But Often £60 + p&p
Get your Alphabet delivered free of charge

ALPHABETA CONCERTINA by Ronald King

King’s choice of paper stock for these three books has enough
translucency to allow light to pass through the single layer of
sheet in the letter cut areas. At these points, subtle character
shadows are cast onto all of the concertina folds; a linking
unification of the separate book units, the spaces defined by
the page openings.
These pop-up letterforms within concertina book structures are
not conforming to orthodox formats and therefore the fully
engaged viewer will be challenged to evaluate their approach to
reading. King breaks the mould in the production of books with
textual content that become sculptural objects.

With the launch of the new site - Circle Press is offering
a special deal on the Alphabeta Concertina. When you buy
either the Alphabeta Concertina, Alphabeta Concertina
Minuscule or Little But Often, there will be no charge for
postage and packing. http://shop.circlepress.com
www.circlepress.com

UWE Bristol Exhibitions
Bower Ashton Library opening hours, term time:
Mon - Thurs 08.45 - 20.00, Friday 08.45 - 17.00
Saturday 09.30 - 13.00
Please call to check opening hours before travelling
as times vary during inter-semester weeks and vacation
periods (usually Mon - Fri 09.00 - 17.00, closed Saturdays)
Library main desk Tel: 0117 328 4750
If you have any book arts news, please email items for the
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Please supply any images as good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi)
NEXT DEADLINE:
2ND JULY FOR THE AUGUST NEWSLETTER
Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol School of Creative Arts, Department of Art
and Design, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

little but often, Ronald King and Richard Price
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